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The Accountant's Rol e i n the Annual Report
by J. O. NICKLIS
Assistant Secretary- Treasurer, Pitney- Bowes, Inc., Stamford, Conn.

Far from decrying the more colorful and elaborate corporate annual
financial reports of the present day, t h e a u t h o r o f t h i s a rt i c l e b e l i e v e r
They offer op p ort u ni t ie s, wh i c h t h e accountant sh o u l d not sh i rk , for
coves -to -coves cooperation wi t h public relations staff and to p executi ve s i n th ei r preparation. Th e a u t h o r' s co m pa n y was th e recip ient of
t h e "O sca r o f I n d u s t ry " award off ered by t h e "Fin an ci al W o r l d , " for
its 1948, 1949 and 1950 r epor ts.
OWADAYS, PLAN S FOR A COM PAN Y 'S A N N U A L RE PORT

N

may include a four -

color cover, lots of photographs, several bar charts, a couple of pie charts,

a two -page product display spread, considerable profit sharing and employee
relations information, stockholders' statistics, and so on and so on. Sometimes
it appears that two or three pages well toward the the back of the book are
reluctantly saved for the inclusion of the financial statements and the independent accountant's certificate.
In the process of change that has taken place in the concept of corporate
relations, the annual report has in many instances been taken out of the accountants'�hands�and�handed�over�—lock,�stock�and�barrel�—to�public�relations.
Most can remember when the usual annual report was a little two -page leaflet
with a very stilted balance sheet, a statement of earned surplus and, once in a
great while, some sort of an income statement, all phrased in highly technical
accounting�language�and�completely�incomprehensible�to�the�layman�—for�whom
it was presumably written. It was used only as a token of communication with
the stockholders and the theory seemed to be that the stockholders should
be given a minimum of information. Beyond that, they were expected to be
content with their quarterly dividend checks. After all, if they did not like the
amount they got, they could always sell their stock.
Then two things happened. First, during the period of the middle 1930's
when dividends were few and far from satisfactory in size, stockholders generFE B R U A R Y , 1952
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ally began to feel that they were entitled to considerably more information with
regard to the conduct of the affairs of their companies. Second, there developed at the same time a new concept of the relationship which should exist
between the corporation, as represented by the board of directors and the management, on the one hand, and its stockholders, employees, customers, suppliers and the general public on the other. An early manifestation of these
changes was the idea that the annual report should be one of the principal, if
not the principal, means of communication between the corporation and the
persons interested in it.
More Public Relations, Less Accounting
As this change occurred in one company after another, the accountants, not
being experts in communications, began to be pushed aside in the annual report
preparation. This came about principally because the public relations people,
who are experts in communications, had ideas as to what an annual report could
be made to do and were prepared to exploit these ideas to the fullest extent
permitted by the president and the board of directors of the company. However, in too many instances, the accountant took the position that the annual
report was intended only for the initiate in financial matters and that it was a
perversion of its proper function to try to make it serve any other purpose.
The public relations viewpoint on the annual report has, for the most part,
prevailed and many accountants are more willing to agree that, in the aggregate, the result has been an improvement. Physical appearance, especially cover,
layout and text, is greatly improved. Company and industry information is
broader, more detailed. Stockholders are generally getting a far better report
of stewardship from the managements to whom they entrust their savings.
Yet it may be that the pendulum has swung too far from the two -page, nocharts, no- picture type of annual report in the direction of the forty -two page,
four - color, all- purpose, brochure -type of report, even though —of the two extremes —most prefer the latter.
Far more serious than the mere swing of the pendulum is the situation in
which it appears that many accountants have completely washed their hands of
the annual report, except for furnishing the audited statements and, with various degrees of cooperation, the figures necessary for the ten, fifteen or twentyyear tabulations, chart data, and other miscellaneous statistics needed for the
body text of the report itself. This attitude reflects the viewpoint of some that,
as long as the report is to be a sort of financial mongrel, they would prefer
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not to be associated with it to any greater extent than absolutely necessary. The
attitude is, of course, all wrong. Whether the accountant likes it or not, the
annual report is regarded by the average person (stockholder or employee) as
a product of the financial end of the business and, for this reason alone, it is an
unalterable and absolute responsibility of the accountant to keep his finger in
the annual report pie.
How is the accountant going to get back into the annual report picture
actively? I do not think that he will have any success with an ultra right wing,
ultra- conservative approach, i.e., by trying to get the public relations department to relinquish its interest in the report and to return it to the old
style black and white, two -page leaflet. On the other hand, I do not think he
can compete in the socio- economic and communications spheres with his public
relations brethren. The salvation of the accountant with respect to the annual
report is by taking a fresh, professional approach of his own to it.
The Accountant Can Start the Ball Rolling
There are a number of ways in which the chief accounting officer can and
should influence the preparation of the annual report. Some of these are listed
in the paragraphs which follow and there are, undoubtedly, many others. However, the principal thing is to develop a feeling of enthusiasm about the report
and a sense of co- proprietorship of it, with the public relations department.
This enthusiasm and teamwork will come faster if the accountant will take the
initiative in the ways available to him.
Sometime prior to the end of the fiscal year or, at the very latest, right after
the year -end but before the pressure of the year -end closing builds up to a
point where it takes all of his time, the executive accountant should study the
prior year's annual report and then get down on paper his ideas as to what the
forthcoming report should be like. An accountant is usually not an expert on
communications and I do not mean to imply that his draft of the text of the
annual report or his ideas as to the theme or format are necessarily the ones
which are going to be adopted. In fact, it would be most surprising if the
report in its final form should be anything like the draft which the accountant
prepares and turns over to the public relations director.
Similarly, the draft which the public relations director will prepare subsequenty will by no means be final. Usually the president's letter and the accompanying text are the prerogatives of the chief executive officer or officers
of the company, and the final wording will bear the stamp of his or their perFEBRUARY, 1952
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sonalities. However, several years' experience has convinced me that the best
text for an annual report develops after it has gone "through the mill." The
accountant's treatment in the first draft will probably be factual and fairly conservative but, with his intimate knowledge of the financial and operating progress of the business, his draft will provide the basic timbers for the report. On
this foundation of financial and operating facts, the communications experts
can build the structural pointing up and elaboration of material they wish to
get across to the stockholders, employees and other segments of the public who
are eventually to receive the printed report.
An Informed Opinion on Presentation and Terminology
During the preparation of his draft, it will become obvious to the accountant
that he should give considered thought as to the figures, charts and tables to
be included in the report in addition to the formal statements. Here he is an
expert, just as the public relations man is expert on communications, and he
will add considerably to the value of the report by counseling as to the type
of information which will be of greatest interest and significance. He will not
accomplish this merely by looking through other companies' reports and taking
a statement here and a chart there, but rather by using his intimate knowledge
of the company and its operating and financial situation to pinpoint and highlight important events and developments during the year and trends over recent
years. Further, the accountant can often be helpful to the public relations
director and his artists who prepare the charts, if he suggests the types of chart
best suited to various data. His advice will also be invaluable in arranging
tabulations of historical data in the most logical and easily understandable form.
A careful review of the wording and form of the formal statements is another most important function and responsibility of the executive accountant.
In these days of streamlined or "new look" balance sheets and income statements, the accountants often find themselves in the position of "dragging their
feet ", rather than being in the forefront in the making of constructive changes.
Admittedly, there had to be an improvement in making corporate financial
data intelligible to the lay people who own and /or work for the corporation.
However, all too often, unsound text and other changes were made which
would not have been made had the accountant been able to offer his management associates a better answer to the problem. In regard to terminology, for
example, there has been a great deal of discussion as to whether such phrases
as "earnings retained and employed in the business" and "wear and obsolescence
674
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of buildings, etc." are better than the traditional words, "surplus" and "depreciation."
Sometimes the traditional word is the better one and the accountant should
insist upon it being adhered to, but it will do no good merely to say that it
should not be changed because it is traditional. He must give reasons why it
is better than the word or phrase with which others are trying to replace it.
If he does not think the traditional term is the best word, but does not like
the new one suggested, it is his job to come up with a better one. The recent
tendency has been to go a bit overboard on simplified wording, with the result
that many statements have an appearance of unreality, even of naivety.
Some changing back and forth is inevitable. In our company we have gone
from "surplus" to "earnings retained and employed in the business" because
"surplus" has a false implication of buried treasure. In the case of . "depreciation," we changed for one year to "wear and obsolescence" and then went
back to "depreciation ", as it seemed to us that most people understand and
use the word (notably with regard to their automobiles) and because the "wear
and obsolescence" phrase did not appear to have been as well understood. Attempting to spell out the finances of a corporation for the benefit of a twelve
or fourteen -year mentality is rather overdoing it anyway and also presupposes
that the average working man or stockholder is a lot less intelligent than management's experience with them indicates. In short, it is mildly insulting.
Form of the Financial Statements
As to the format of the statements, there has been a great deal accomplished
by the accounting profession, particularly with regard to a modern form for
the balance sheet. As a result, the setting up of a balance sheet need not require too much study on the part of the accountant, as there are many fine
examples available in present -day annual reports. His main task in this respect
is to see that the form of report he uses is one which is adapted to his particular business and one which can be carried on as a standard form through the
years. A form which we have found to be excellent is the one in which current liabilities are deducted from current assets to arrive at working capital on
the left side of the balance sheet, with investments, fixed assets, etc. below.
The right side of the balance sheet is reserved for capital investment, i.e., longterm debt, capital stock and surplus. This form or some modification of it is
a great deal more meaningful than the old style of balance sheet in which
liabilities and capital investment are together on the right side of the statement.
FEBRUARY, 1952
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Progress in revision of the income statement has been less marked. The
form of this statement and the amount of detail depend upon each company's
policy. A recent tendency which is all to the good is to put more information
in the income statement. Any advantage —real or imaginary —which might be
given to competitors by revealing operating figures will usually be more than
offset by the goodwill which will accrue to the company from stockholders,
employees and other when such operating figures are revealed. In fact, in most
industries, unless a great deal of intermediate detail is given, it is doubtful
that there is ever any real competitive advantage given to anyone by such disclosure.
A type of income statement which is coming into more general use now is
one in which the labor content of operations is separated from cost of materials
and services. This has come about because labor, in terms of dollar volume of
the wage bill, and in corporate influence, is becoming more and more of a
factor in the average company's operations. It is most helpful to be able to
show in the formal statements just how much labor takes out of company income. This information can be provided in the text or tables, but it will be
given more credence by employees and other if it is presented in the certified
statements.
Cooperation All the Way
Advance planning on the format and the amount of detail to be included
eliminates a great deal of last minute work for the accounting department,
which results if changes are made by the president and the public relations
department at the eleventh hour. As a matter of fact, it is important that the
accountant participate actively in all phases of annual report preparation. He
should not hesitate to put forth his ideas and constructive criticism with regard
to parts of the report which are not strictly financial. Certainly, he will expect
the public relations director to have constructive criticisms of the financial
sections and suggestions for improvement. If the two are working together as
a team, they will not resent each other's suggestion's and criticisms. In our
own company, some of the best recommendations we have had for fuller financial reporting have cane from our public relations director and he has openly
credited the financial end of the business with communications ideas which he
calls good public relations.
Even when the report is in galley and later in page proof form, the accountant should participate actively in the last minute revisions and checking of the
proofs, working closely with the public relations official in charge of report
67 6
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production. This function should not be deputized to one of the clerks or
juniors in the accounting department. There are very often last minute revisions which require executive judgment and which, if made incorrectly, will
jeopardize the entire report as a finished product. The trained accountant, with
his eye for figures, will often, in the very last stages, pick up real or apparent
discrepancies which have escaped notice prior to that time. This is one of the
most important functions that the accountant can perform and, unless he is
willing to assume some responsibility in the final stages, it cannot really be
said that he has done the proper job on the report.
Did You Take Part?
Much of the foregoing has been in general terms and there will undoubtedly
be many who will take exception to the implication that accountants have remained indifferent to all but the financial data in the annual report. The author of this paper must confess that he has no statistical basis for this criticism.
It is predicated on discussions of annual reports with many accountants and
public relations men over recent years. The corrective suggestions, themselves,
have been developed largely by participating in annual report preparation for a
number of years.
In any case, it might be helpful if each accountant would think back over
his own performance with regard to his last annual report. Did he participate
in it to the extent called for in this paper? Did he take a position in the forefront in making constructive changes or did he "drag his feet "? Did he have
a real feeling of co- proprietorship with the public relations department? Was
he proud enough of the report to send it out to friends and associates with his
card attached ?
The writer honestly believes that today's best annual reports —sound and
complete financially and interesting and fair in presentation —are those wherein
there has been the recommended kind of teamwork between the financial and
public relations men. In our company we believe we have achieved this teamwork. Our director of public relations, our secretary- treasurer, our comptroller,
and our assistant secretary- treasurer work together from the first draft to the
printing of the finished product. Each is responsible for one or more phases
of the preparation and each takes an active interest in the entire operation in
addition to fulfilling his own responsibilities.
It must always be remembered, however, that the modern corporation annual
report, like its forebears of a less enlightened age, is the report of the comFEBRUARY, 1952
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pany's chief executive officer, that it reflects his management and philosophy,
and that the accountant, like the public relations director, is but one member
of the professional team entrusted with its production. The point is simply
this: Let the accountant play an active, leading role on the team, not a passive
and routine one.
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Techniques For Effective Reporting
to Management
by ERNEST A. CARLSON
Controller, Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, N. J.

The principles and practice of internal reporting receive concrete treatment in this paper, which deals with what, when and how to report,
includes reports offered as conforming to suitable standards, and takes
into consideration that all reporting is communication among people.
There is stress upon the timeliness of the subject in the present economic situation as high volume and reduced profit margins create problems for management.

is always important to accountants, since reports
T are the means of communicating
with the levels of management to whom
HE S U B J E C T O F R E P O R T S

they are directed. The end results of accounting efforts are often the means
of starting a chain of events which affect other departments. Good reports
stimulating action and influencing decisions emphasize the value of the accounting function. Reports presenting original and creative thinking offer
opportunities to the accountant to depart from routine and repetitive effort
and move into the imaginative areas of endeavor. They embody and dramatize
the usefulness of accounting.
Reports assume particular significance in times such as the present. Some
of the reasons for the present importance of reporting are as follows:
I. Business earnings are adversely affected
by price control and high taxes. Man.
agement at all levels needs to be fully
informed of the potentials for profit con frol. The profit "squeeze" has resulted
in special efforts in the form of cost reduction programs, selective selling, critical review of advertising budgets, etc. to
enable businesses to show a fair return
on the volume of sales and on the capital employed.
2. Government business, which the defense
program is increasing steadily, involves
information for management. Very often
this form of additional business requires
investment in short -term facilities, additional working capital and care in pricing to minimize the possibility of renego-

tiation refunds. Each one of these matters is an area of management decision
which calls for special reporting to keep
management thoroughly informed of the
effect of taking such business.
3. High volume is accompanied by abnormal drains on cash and many businesses
are faced with a financing problem resulting from it. Very often, and especially in recent months, the fluctuations
in volume have caused distortions in inventory positions.
4. The inflated dollar has created all sorts
of problems in the reporting of comparative data. Management needs to be
fully informed of comparative results,
given in some other medium of expression than the fluctuating dollar.

It is the approach of this paper to outline some of the common problems
of internal reporting and to restate some of the principles of reporting, with
illustrations to stimulate thinking.
FEBRUARY, 1952
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COM M ON PROBLEMS IN REPORTING

No one paper could attempt to cover all of the problems in reporting. Attention is directed here to some of the more complex problems, largely omitting
a multitude of perennial difficulties with which most industrial accountants
are well familiar. These more difficult problems may be briefly characterized
as follows:
I. How much to report.
1. short -term versus long -term information.
3. Disclosing the effect of sales mix and
government business.
4. The impact of price level changes on accounting data.

5. Difficulty in obtaining suitable measures
of evaluation of operating performance.
6. Minimum recopying of accounting information to reports.

How Much to Report
The question of how much to report is always a troublesome one because
it is related to the varied experience and understanding of the recipients of
reports. One of the commonly accepted principles of reporting is that details
are reported to lower levels of management, while summaries are reported to
top levels. However, even this principle does not cover the problem of volume
of report content suitable to executives at top levels whose backgrounds of
experience and education differ widely. For example, the executive who has
come up through the sales end of the business may have a minimum of interest
in and understanding of financial summaries, no matter how brief they may be.
On the other hand, the executive who has come up along the financial path is
more interested in details and explanations. The accountant soon realizes that
no one report can satisfy every reader.
The question of how much to report is related to the question of how much
the recipient is in a position to read. Executives today in all levels of management are swamped with reading materials having either a direct or indirect
relationship to their jobs. In the light of this, the probability is that most
accountants attempt to report too much rather than too little. Perhaps in time
they will recognize as a matter of course that the most effective report is the
one which calls attention to an exception and indicates the action that should
or has been taken. Such a report covering the operations of a business for the
preceding month may read as simply as the following example:
The only exception to the planned results for last month's operations was the abnormal
cost of repairs in the cotton mill amounting to $20,000. Details of the reasons for the
abnormal cost have been submitted to the cotton mill superintendent who has taken
steps to minimize the recurrence of such a situation.
680
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Less bare but still stripped of much by way of usual detail is the Month in
Brief, Exhibit 1, which is given here as a satisfactory type of summary report
offering on one page the results of operations and the financial condition of
the business but containing also sufficient explanations to answer most of the
questions that might be raised.
Short -Term vs. Long -Term Information
Another of the common problems in reporting is the misdirected emphasis
sometimes placed upon the short -term result. This is not to derogate the significance of short -term operating data which show conditions requiring immediate
attention. The fact that there was an excess loss of material yesterday is of bona fide special importance for prompt corrective efforts of the departmental foreman. On the other hand, in those forms of reporting in which the short -term
result may have been supported and anticipated by forecasts and budgets, management is often prone to attach undue significance to the result for the current
period, not recognizing that the cumulative result is considerably more important.
This problem is apparent in any industry which has a seasonal volume pattern.
The overemphasis on short -term reporting also occurs in reports of manufacturing overhead in which stress is placed on the overspending of variable expense
allowances such as those for repairs and similar items. Cumulative comparison
of expenditures with budget may be completely favorable at the very time when
an unfavorable short period is causing concern.
The fact that short -term information needs the added perspective of longterm data is clearly shown in the type of information which is commonly included
in stockholders' reports. Most companies today regularly report statistical information for periods of from five to fifty years. The same principle of longterm reporting may be very effectively carried over from financial to cost reduction reporting. Monthly information of departmental expense is not dearly as
important in pointing the finger at possibilities of cost reduction as a comparison of such departmental expenses over a long period, such as five years. Historical
reporting of five -year experience has been very effective in the company with
which the writer is connected in calling attention to those areas in which increase
in expenditures has far exceeded the general pattern of sales volume changes as
well as the general average of expenses for the company as a whole.
In brief, alert accountants recognize that the long -term trend is of more
significance than the short -term picture. The reporting of long -term trends
is best shown in the form of charts and graphs as means of dramatizing accounting information in simple, understandable forms.
FEBRUARY, 1952
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THE MONTH IN BRIEF

Five months ended
May 31

1950

Income
Income transferred to earned surplus
Net sales
Trade
Government
To t a l n e t s a l e s
Income before taxes
Net income from operations
% t o sal es

$ 1,022,000
14 , 3 6 8 , 0 0 0
1,721,000
" 6 $ � " , �
2,007,000
798,000
4.9%

125,000

12,482,000

2, 3 3 0, 0 0 0

392' 000

430 000

12 b 74 ,00
1,788,000
1,073,000
8.3

19 51
Financial Condition

May J1

Cash
Trade receivables
Inventories at 111151 standard costs
Due from and to subsidiaries - net

$ 1,041,000
3,164,000
7,460,000
2,989,000

May, 1951

1,218,000

A
—P7117 K

1,248,000
3,276,000
7,187,000
3,321,000

/bU,O(1D
107,000
43,000
1.6
1950
December 31
1,969,000
2,841,000
5,900,000
3,478,000

Highlights of the Month
May results reflect subnormal sales volume and the following unfavorable factors:
Low gross profit of 19 % on government sales compared
with 40% on trade sales
Unfavorable manufacturing expense due to low volume
Excess of actual prices paid for cotton and gauze over
sta nda rd co s t s

$91,000
82,000
Ei0 , 0 0 0

The comparative results for the five months ended May 31, 1951 and 1950 emphasize the effect of increases in Federal taxes on income. In 1950 the effective
tax rate was 40 %; in 1951 the effective tax is estimated at 60 %. Changes proposed by the House Ways and Means Committee, if passed, will increase the
effective tax rate to 65 %, reducing operating income for 1951 to date by about
$1 0 0, 0 00 .
The balance of income transferred to Earned Surplus includes a dividend of
$82,000 received from A Manufacturing Company de Argentina.

(This report was directed to the treasurer, with carbon copies for
the Chairman of the Board, President, and Secretary - the last named for circularization among the directors)

EXHIBIT 1

Disclosing the Effect of Sales Mix and Government Business
Sales mix is particularly significant in multiproduct industries where the
variation in composition of sales may seriously affect gross profit. When gross
profit by product lines ranges from ten per cent to fifty per cent, it is obvious
that the proportions among products sold in any one period have a material
effect on net operating results. In such instances, management needs to be
fully informed through a reporting of sales volume by gross profit classifications.
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Further along this line, government business has a significant bearing on
gross profits and net results. Sales to the armed forces may be made at nominal
gross profits in order to minimize the possibility of renegotiation refunds. When
such business is included in gross sales volume without segregation, management needs complete explanation of the effect on historical gross profit ratios.
One obvious method of disclosure is to segregate government business completely from regular trade business but this is not so easily done when similar
products are sold to both classes of trade, with manufacturing variances and
other costs allocable to both classes. When standard costs are used for costing
sales, it is a simple matter to segregate the standard cost of sale between trade
business and government business, but it is not so easy to report currently the
allocation of variances and other cost of sales items not normally included in
standard costs.
The Impact of Price Level Changes On Accounting Data
Price level changes are related to the diminishing purchasing power of the
dollar and consequent price inflation. While price level changes have always
distorted comparisons of one period with another, the changes in the past ten
years have seriously affected long -term comparisons and have resulted in a lack
of understanding on the part of all levels of management. One simple illustration is the long -term comparison of sales volume generally expressed in terms
of sales dollars. Unless such sales dollars are converted into common units or
adjusted by price indexes to a common base, management does not have a correct or complete picture of sales volume changes.
The industrial accountant has innumerable opportunities in periods of fluctuating prices to be of special value to management. If the sales prices
of products sold are directly influenced by fluctuations in market prices of
component raw materials, the matching of sales price changes with the corresponding cost price changes is of particular significance. This comparison of
sales prices with cost prices becomes all the more important under price control
when the effect of price changes on gross profits, and their prompt recognition,
may mean the difference between a favorable or an unfavorable operating result.
The effect of price level changes has particular meaning in the preparation
of break -even data. When price level changes are upward, it is obvious that
this alone may result in increasing the dollar amount of volume required in
order to break even. Such a result may unduly alarm management which may
take action inconsistent with the facts. Exhibit 2, Ratio of Break -Even Factors
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A WNUFACTURING CO;IPANY
RATIO OF BREAK -EVEN FACTOR TO SALES
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Monthly Sales Required
In Order. to Break Even
1947
1948
1949
1950
19 51

41 ,7 0 0, 00 0
'1 ,6 0 0, 0 00 )
x, 7 5 0 , 0 0 0
1, 9 5 0, 0 0 0
2, 20 0, 00 0

EXHIBIT 2

to Sales, is an illustration of the importance of expressing break -even information in terms other than fluctuating sales dollars.
The "monthly sales required to break - even," as shown on the bottom of the
form, are true in the sense of having been accurately computed but they do not
tell what proportion of the productive capacity must be sold to break -even. On
sales dollars alone, management would be impressed with the fact that the
monthly amount required to break even had increased from $1,700,000 in 1947
to $ 2 , 2 0 0 ,0 0 0 in 1 9 5 1 , o r a n inc re a se of a bo u t t h i r t y p e r cent. H o we v e r , the

more significant information is shown as the top line of the chart, which indi684
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Cates that in 1947 the company had to sell seventy-five per cent of its capacity
in order to break even. Since that year, the proportion of sales required in
order to break even shown a consistent downward trend and in 1951 had
been reduced to sixty -six and two thirds per cent. In other words, the presentation in the form of a ratio is considerably more significant and more meaningful
than the money data also shown, i.e., monthly sales expressed in dollars of
fluctuating value. The ratio shown by the lower curve on Exhibit 2 indicates
that the proportion of fixed expenses to sales dollars had been subject to a
favorable trend since 1947.
Another point is that price level changes seriously distort annual reporting
of earnings. Corporate management has recognized this distortion in two
areas, one involving inventory profits and the other involving depreciation.
Unrealized inventory profit arising from market fluctuations in the prices of
basic commodities has influenced many companies to change their basis of
inventory valuation to "lifo." The inadequacy of cost -basis depreciation on
properties acquired at a fraction of today's replacement cost has resulted in
many devices for providing additional depreciation as a charge against current
earnings. Regardless of the merits of such provisions out of income and the
circumstance that, in most cases, such depreciation provisions are not deductible
for Federal income tax purposes, the fact remains that management has to retain
earnings or provide funds from other sources in order to finance the very sharp
increase in the cost of replacement. The accountant has an opportunity to assist
management in understanding the effect of price level changes on inventory
profits and depreciation.
Difficulty in Obtaining Suitable Measures of Evaluation
The measurement of performance by comparison of actual against predetermined estimates is an established practice in American industry. In industrial
accounting such measures are generally expressed through the medium of
standard costs, control budgets and forecasts. These measures are useful for
evaluating current performance but they are not satisfactory criteria for measuring long -term performance. Most companies revise standards and budgets
periodically in order to recognize current costs. The revisions result in establishing new measures which cannot be successfully used for a period longer
than the period covered by the revision.
The problem of suitable measures for long -term evaluation of operating performance is particularly complicated in companies engaged in multiproduct
operations. For example, the company in which the writer is employed pro FEBRUARY, 1952
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duces about 1,200 individual products. These products are physically expressed
in terms of dozens, gross, yards, pounds, cases, etc. An attempt has been made
to evaluate the production per man hour by pricing the production in each
year for the past five years at a fixed standard cost and then dividing the total
dollar value of annual production by the number of man hours employed in
each of the mills. However, this information fails to recognize the effect of
capital investment in each of the mills and the contribution which such investment has made toward improving the production value per man hour. One
source (British Institute of Management, Winter Proceedings 1948 -49 No. 4,
"Measurement of the Effectiveness of the Production Unit ") recommends that
the annual provision for depreciation be converted into equivalent man hours
by dividing the annual provision by the average rate paid to productive employees.
A Manufacturing Company
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EXHIBIT 3

Top level management is constantly seeking measures for objective evaluation
of company performance. One common measure is the ratio of net earnings to
capital employed. In this case, the comparison is distorted by price level variations. Current earnings and working capital are reflected principally at current
prices while fixed assets and fixed capital are reflected at historical prices. The
problem of objective evaluation for top management is further complicated
when attempts are made to evaluate functional performance, i.e., performance of
one or more segments of the entire operation. For example, no suitable
measures have been established for evaluating advertising nor are there objective
guides for any exact measurement of service functions such as research, engineering development, industrial relations, etc. Perhaps management is in error in
attempting to measure such functions by any single unit of comparison but the
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fact remains that very little has been done in setting up standards of performance
in these fields. The result is that decisions are often made to expand or contract
some of these services without any clear understanding as to what these decisions
may mean.
Minimum Recopying of Accounting Information to Reports
The problem of recopying original data to a form which is typed and then
reproduced for multiple copies is a common and perennial problem for all forms
of reporting. Fortunately for accountants there has been a noticeable swing in
recent years toward simpler and shorter reports, accompanied with interpretative reporting which requires the minimum of written explanation. Also there
has been a trend toward the issuance of reports in which the content is of considerably more importance than the style of -preparation, with the result that
many reports to lower levels of management are prepared in pencil form or some
variation of this, requiring no further work of recopying.
The use of pencil carbon antedates other forms of reproduction and requires
no particular comment. The same principle has been extended to the use of
special papers and forms of reproduction which permit the use of a pencil for
the preparation of a master that can then be reproduced in a number of copies.
Several new types of office equipment introduced in recent years turn out finished
reproductions which are perfect copies of black material on white background,
thus overcoming some of the objections to earlier forms of reproduction.
Exhibit 3 is a form of reporting to departmental foremen and production
personnel showing material usage data and is illustrative of simple reproduction
methods. The information is a pencil work sheet which is reproduced and issued
as an operating report to foremen. The detailed amounts shown are useful for
mill production coordinators, who are responsible for production planning and
scheduling. The comparison of actual and standard loss allowances is useful
in establishing revised standards. The analysis also shows the monthly trend of
departmental performance.
Another useful procedure in preparing reports from original data was adopted
in the company in which the writer is employed. General ledgers and expense
ledgers are maintained on individual account cards by bookkeeping machine
posting. The monthly trial balance required the accumulation of departmental
expenses by expense classifications which, in turn, resulted in totals ultimately
assembled for monthly financial reports. Under a former method, the taking
off of departmental expenses was performed solely for the purpose of arriving
at trial balances and the data was assembled on columnar work sheets for major
FEBRUARY, 1952
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department totals. The present method is to record the individual expense
items on departmental budget reports. The reports are accumulated for arriving
at the trial balance totals. This method eliminates the necessity for recopying
expense detail from trial balance assemblies to budget reports and accomplishes
both purposes in one operation.
The use of punched card equipment, with multiple reporting from one souce,
is an obvious example of reducing recopying to a minimum. While it is true
that the original data has had to go through the key punch operation, nevertheless several forms of reports can be derived from the same data.
PRINCIPLES OF REPORTING

As with the common problems of reporting, it is not intended in this section
of the present paper to restate the well understood and accepted principles of
reporting but rather to outline some of the less accepted principles which are
equally as important. Subsequent comments on the principles of reporting are
classified as related primarily to people, contents, and presentation.
Considering Personal Needs and Relationships
Reports should be directed to the proper level of responsibility in order to
secure action and obtain recognition. All are familiar with the situation which
arises when the president of the company evidences a sudden interest in some
detail report. Because this interest is flattering, the top executive is thereupon "swamped" with a mass of detail information. Perhaps his interest was
merely for a single period but, from that time on, he is marked as a recipient
of the detail. Before it is realized, several other names are added to those to
whom the report is given in the hope that, if the chief officer is interested,
others also may be interested. Such a form of reporting can only add to misunderstanding and confusion.
In reporting to almost every level of management, it is important that the
report recognizes the person to whom it is directed. This principle is related to
the problem of how much should be reported. If the person to whom the report
is directed is interested in detail and wants complete explanations, he should
be given the whole story. If the person to whom the report is issued is concerned only with summary data, he should be given summary information, with
suitable explanations to complete his understanding.
The reporter must know the purpose for which a report is to be used. Cognizance of this principle can save a tremendous amount of effort and misunderstanding in any sizable organization. If a report is to be used as a measure
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of functional performance, for example, it is important to relate the performance to volume data or some other yardstick for reasonable interpretation
and evaluation.
The human craving for recognition provides an example of another principle involving people. This principle may be expressed as, "Don't jump organizational lines without the knowledge of your superior." This brings to mind
an example involving a cost accountant who was prone to send copies of special
reports to the president of the company without knowledge of his supervisor.
The habit indicated a lack of good judgment and resulted in the accountant
being passed when promotional opportunities arose.

Contents Should Be Expressed in Simple Understandable Terms
Accountants have always been strong on technical terminology and there is
probably no other single trait which has caused so much misunderstanding and
confusion. The confusion has extended into areas of public reporting, such
as the annual report to stockholders, and fortunately, in the last few years, management and the professional accountants have seen the need for simpler terminology. The results are evident in the gradual elimination from annual reports
of such terms as "reserves" and "surplus."
Internal reporting is no exception. Here again, an example will serve to make
the point. The president of a company called the vice president in charge of
manufacturing and congratulated him on his performance in the past month.
He was particularly delighted with the burden variance debit. The vice president
in charge of manufacturing told the president that he thought that the burden
variance debit meant an unfavorable result and the two argued back and forth
as to whether the result was good or bad. When the writer first heard of the
story, he thought it was very funny but soon realized that it indicated a serious
failure to use simple understandable terminology. Similar reports in the particular case now indicate that the burden variance is either "favorable" or "unfavorable."
Many reports directed to top level management include a complete history
of material well -known to the recipients. This common failure is particularly
evident in reports involving investigations. The reporter feels that the entire
history of the facts must be disclosed in order to impart a complete understanding. The probability is that the executives who receive the report are considerably better informed of the history of the case and that the repetition of such
information only results in irritation and distraction of attention from whatever
contribution the report is intended to make.
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EXHIBIT 4

The units in which reports are expressed have particular significance in creating a better understanding. Reference has already been made to the impor.
tance of using units other than dollars. A typical example, in indicating personnel cost, is to express it in terms of number of personnel rather than
personnel dollars, particularly when the report covers a number of years.
When dollars are used, it is desirable to express them simply. On e of th e
practices followed by the author's company is to drop pennies from all reports
and, in many instances, to report only in full thousands of dollars. The annual
report to stockholders of the company is also expressed only in full thousands.
When a report includes historical data over a period of ten years, it is obvious
that the dropping of the digits is particularly significant in saving space and in
adding to understanding. Exhibit 4 is a form of income statement released to
the top management, in which all of the units are expressed in full thousands.
This exhibit also illustrates several other principles of reporting which are
worthy of comment. The reader will note that the amounts have been inserted
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A MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Manuf ac turing Burden Report - Augus t, 1951
VARIABLE BURDEN

N

D E P AR T M E N T

I
2
4
5
6

Receiving
Sorting and
Storing
Gri ndi ng
Cracking
Mi xi ng

SUP E R VI S O R

FI XED
BURD EN

BUDGET

T.A.Jones

$11,700

$21,800

W m. Cook
J. Brown
J. Brown
F. Smith

6,290
2,980
4,500
4,950

18,870
4,900
4,500
9,900

TOTAL
VOLUME
ALLOW
TO
AD.
ABLE
STANDARD DUSTED BURDEN

110% $23,980
95
115
110
80

17,925
5,635
4,950
7,920

AC TUA L OV E R OR (UND ER)
AL L OW A B LE
ACTUAL
EXPENSE

$35,680

$36,750

24,215
8,615
9,450
12,870

24,800
7,800
10,960
13,970

MONTH

YEAR TO
DATE

EARNED
BURDEN

G A I N OR (L OS S)
YEAR TO
MONTH
DATE

$1,070

$6,125

$36,850

$1,170

($2,380)

590)
450
450
( 1,470)

( 4,792)
3,600
( 4,260)
1,960

(

585
815)
1,510
1,100 (

1,210)
5,700)
8,615
2,850)

23,625
9,065
9,900
11,400

(

COMMENTS O N THIS REPORT
I.

This is a s a m p l e o f a p o o r r e p o r t .

2.

This r e p o r t was issued t o t h e Pr e s id e n t o f t h e c o m p a n y a n d o t h e r m e m b e r s o f t o p m a n a g e m e n t ,

most of whom did not understand what the figures meant,
3. In final form, the report consisted of t w o pages of fi gures relati ng t o about 35 departm ents.
4. This is a work sheet repor t - us ef ul t o t he cos t ac countant but of no s igni fi canc e to t he President.
He w as not inter est ed in the computations.
5. Note tec hnic al t ermi nology.
6. Mixture of spending and volume variance s - departments not p rimarily r esponsible f or volume.
7. Not e c onf us i on in us e of s ymbols Ac t ual over or ( under ) - ( under ) means favorable
Gain or (l oss )- ( loss ) means unfavorable

EXH I BIT 5
A
b
w

-

-

on a pencil master for reproduction. The master is retained and used in the
following month when the current month's figures are inserted. This means
that the reader has a quick review of the monthly fluctuations in income and
expenses without the necessity of referring to previous months' reports. This
form of report also dramatizes the effect of volume on income and points out
the fixed character of most of the commercial expenses.
More and more the trend in reporting is to use pictures rather than words.
Therefore, when the occasion warrants, the accountant can dramatize the report
by the insertion of charts and graphs.
Exhibits 5 and 6 illustrate another principle of reporting. This is to avoid
the issuance of reports containing too many figures on one page, referred to
for their extreme size as "bedsheet spreads." Exhibit 5 is a sample of a report
which may be regarded as inadequate, along the lines of the comments appended
to it. Exhibit 6 is the same report revised to show only the information in which
the top executive of a company should be interested.
Accounting by exception has become one of the established principles of all
accounting activity, particularly in the industrial accounting area. This principle of emphasizing causes and exceptions is especially important in reporting.
Attention should be directed to exceptions in order to obtain action and correction. It is far more important to point out one or two major exceptions than
to elaborate on normal performances with which everyone is familiar. The
principal objection to many forms of accounting reports is that they are primarily concerned with restating history rather than calling attention to causes
and exceptions requiring specific attention.
Clarity and Variety in Form of Presentation
The form of presentation of reports cannot be completely divorced from
content and some of the principles set forth in this section are related to the
preceding section of this paper.
The ability to express oneself in a logical and dear manner is particularly
important in any form of reporting. Written reports are more effective when
basic and fundamental principles of sentence and paragraph structure are followed. The requirement for clear and concise reporting does not mean that
accepted methods of composition can be disregarded. Attention must be paid
to organization of the report as well as to expression of such detail as it may
contain. For example, in a lengthy report, one of the principles of presentation
is to summarize first, then explain. The inclusion of an index and the use of
cross references also aid quick reference and easier understanding.
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A Manufacturing Com`MANUFACTURING EXPENSES BT DEPARTMENTS - AUGUST, 1951

Department

Operating
Activity

1 Receiving
2 Sorting and Storing
4 Grinding
5 Cracking
6 Mixing

110'b
95
115
110
80

This Month
Should
Actually
Spend*
went
$35.680
24,215
8,615
9,450
12,870

36,750
24,soo
7,800
10,960
13,970

Saving or (Loss)
This
Year to
Month
Date
(1,070)
( 585)
915
(1,510)
(1,100)

(6,125)
1,210
5.700
(8,615)
2,850

E.vplenation of Saving or Loes - Principal Items
Dept. I - Repairs to lift truck, not budgeted, $1,200
Dept. 5 - Overtime high due to breakdown of Cracker 2%1. $450; Repairs of
Cracker $1, $1,450
Dept. 6 - Indirect labor high in relation to volume, $850

•Based upon budget for month adjusted for percentage of activity in each
department.

EXHIBIT 6

In order to arouse and maintain continuous interest, it is sometimes desirable
to change the form and content of particular reports periodically. As an instance of this, for the past three or four years, foremen in the author's company
have received a monthly burden report comparing allowable cost with actual cost
incurred in the month and showing the spending and volume variance for the
month and for the year to date. This is a good report because it gives the foreman complete information of all expenses charged against his departmental
operations. But when it is considered that the same report has gone out month
after month in the same form, a change becomes desirable, even though it may
be accompanied by some loss of information. Such loss of information would
be offset by the closer attention which would be paid to the new form, in which
it is proposed to show only the controllable elements of overhead.
Personal Presentation Aids Understanding
Important reports should be presented in person. All accountants have had
the experience of spending a good deal of time, thought and effort in the issuance of a report only to learn that the recipient has misinterpreted some of the
basic information because of lack of time or lack of understanding. The writer
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has found it very helpful to everyone concerned to present tap level reports in
person. The monthly financial report, for example, is discussed personally at
a regular meeting of the management board. The same principle is used in
interpreting monthly cost information to various levels of manufacturing supervision. On or about the fifteenth of the month, the manager of the cost division meets with the vice president in charge of manufacturing and discusses
with him the two or three important exceptions to which his attention should be
directed. While it is felt that the reports are clear in themselves, the fact is that
the verbal interpretation and verbal emphasis is of tremendous value in pointing the finger at significant matter and in saving time and effort of top management personnel.
The principle of oral interpretation is carried down the line and is applied in
reporting to departmental foremen. The company's cost accounting organization is organized along mill lines and a chief cost accountant is in charge at
each of the manufacturing mills. The mill cost accountant attends the weekly
meetings of departmental foremen and is available to answer any questions
which may arise in connection with the periodical cost reports. The personal
presentation of reports has been valuable in minimizing misunderstanding. The
writer feels that the higher the level the more important it is to present special
information in person.
Remember Brevity
The reader of this article may assume that, if the principles outlined in this
paper are followed, the result will be a utopia of reporting effectiveness. Actually more problems have been presented than solutions. Lest we become overconfident in our ability to report, mention may be made of a recent letter addressed to the members of the board of directors of our company by the Chairman of the Board, Robert W. Johnson, which reads as follows:
"You and your people will please write short letters, submit short reports, submit
simplified financial statements, and oblige."

There is no utopia in reporting.
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Past, Present, and Future Costs.
Have Different Uses
by JOHN G. LARSON
Assistant Manager, Ernst & Ernst, Seattle, Washington

Noting that the serviceability of accounting information is currently
called into question by stress on the fact that purchasing power of the
dollar is by no means constant over a period of time (and that the
problem so emphasized has met with no solution), the present author
suggests an approach to costs which regards past costs as useful for
profit determination, present costs for cost control, and future costs for
planning purposes. Included in this paper are extended comments on
employment of costs in each of these areas.

It serves a useful purpose 0111y
insofar as it is a means of furnishing management with the necessary
guidance to plan, control, and finally evaluate the results of operations. These
purposes require costs to be considered in reverse time order and to be regarded
in the light of future, present and past costs. It is in this reverse order that costs
will be taken up in this article —after a few paragraphs of preliminary discussion— always remembering that these time periods have extensive areas of mutual

C

OST ACCOU N T I N G I S N O T A N E N D I N I T S E L F.

dependence, costwise.
The present semi -war stage of the economy under which industrial operations
are conducted, the substantial amount of war production, resulting shifts in
products and markets, rather groping price and wage controls, some shortages
of material and labor, High taxes, and the prospect of more inflation, —all of
these factors tend to disrupt accounting processes and distort the meanings of
figures mainly because:
I. The dollar, in which term accounting work
is expressed, is quite unstable.

2. The emphasis on production for defense
tends to subordinate cost control.

Despite these elements of difficulty in carrying out accounting functions along
usual lines, aggressive management will not overlook, in the present instance,
the necessity of maintaining all reasonable controls over costs, for the resolve
has ordinarily been made not to repeat cost policy errors of World War II.
Moreover, for the very reason that the dollar is not a reliable constant in A situation like the current one, the discernment of the particular significance of particular costs becomes especially important. It is thus that costs expressed in dollars must be constantly identified as to whether they are past, present, or future
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costs. This makes it all the more necessary that cost accounting have a different
application in each of its three uses:
I. Future— Planning for costs in relation to
sales policies.

2. Present — Control of operating costs.
3. Past — Determination of annual profits.

FUTURE COSTS IN RELATION TO SALES POLICIES

Every business organization of necessity does a certain amount of planning.
No successful business is run haphazardly. Moreover, it is becoming the custom
to formalize planning activities. A number of large companies now have vice
presidents in charge of business research, showing official recognition of the
importance of determining financial and business policies on the basis of studies
of all pertinent circumstances and experience. In fact, this type of planning is
often of more significance than product engineering and research or than market
and sales research.
A Case in Looking Ahead
In one company with which I have worked very closely, the executive in
charge of financial and business research was the right -hand man to the president. The basic training of this executive was in engineering but he had a
broad understanding of accounting, finance, sales, plant management and, above
all business economics. Largely through his initiative and imagination, the business grew from sales of five million to over sixty million in a field which is
highly competitive. What is of interest here is the manner in which he used
accounting data. Budgeting in its various forms was the key to his success. He
occupied the post of budget director. His staff cooperated with the accounting
department in preparation of underlying data.
The sales departments submitted annual budgets of sales, broken down by
quarters, products, markets, territories, and salesmen. The executive in charge
of the three selling divisions built up the figures from individual reports from
salesmen and branches, thus placing responsibility for performance where it
belonged, i.e. the individual salesmen. However, the sales quotas were not determined just by assembling these detailed budgets. The budget director had
his department study the sales expectancies so expressed in the light of:
I. Factory cost to produce.
2. Plant capacity and expansion, if any, required.
3. Direct selling and distribution costs.
4. Bank - borrowings, long or short term,
needed to finance plant expansion, inventories, and receivables.
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5. Desirability of planned increases in volume.
6. Failure of sales department to tap the
more profitable markets.
7. Other factors.
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The sales budget was then revised to reflect the sales volume desired by
product and market, based mainly on relative profitableness. The quotas were
determined and the plant production schedules set up from them.
It is obvious that, to carry budgeting through from this point, the accounting
records had to be coordinated with the budget data so as to supply the necessary
information and that the accounting staff had to be thoroughly familiar with
the budget director's method of operation. Hence, the company's standard costs
were keyed to future costs. For planning purposes, standards were stated at
price levels of materials furnished by the purchasing department predicated on
commitments made or anticipated. Labor costs gave consideration to wage rates
and to efficiency standards supplied by the director of efficiency. Plant overhead
was computed based on several levels of production and segregation was made
between fixed and variable overheads. Selling and distribution costs were also
divided between direct costs —such as selling commissions, discounts, special
allowances and direct handling —and the indirect or fixed expenses which would
not fluctuate with volume.
A detailed operating budget was set up for the ensuing year, by quarters,
products and markets. The marketing classification was among types of users,
such as manufacturers for original application, mail order companies, jobbers
and, in some cases, retailers. (Many selling and distribution costs, among them
commissions, warehousing, packaging and handling, differed widely depending
on the sales outlets.) The next step was to translate the operating budget to
a quarterly financial budget. This reflected the factory and warehouisng expansions required, when additional money would be needed, and when the profits
realized in cash would be available to pay off the bank loans. Where long -term
financing was indicated as required, the budget was projected for several years
to show when the bonds or debentures would be paid.
The matter of physical expansion was frequently a central point. Whenever
additional plant and warehouse facilities were budgeted or the factory superintendent requested new machinery or equipment, the practice was to determine
the savings which would result or the profits to be obtained. On some items,
it was considered necessary to show that savings would pay for the new machine
within, say, six months. On large expansions, such as additional factory buildings or warehouses, it was necessary to show that additional profits within, say,
five years would pay for the outlay. The cost department assisted in making
these computations.
As the foregoing paragraphs indicate, this company exemplified the development of the planning function. Prospective costs and conditions received top
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level attention all the way through. It is, of course, possible to keep current
operations in a topsy turvy state through merely impulsive planning. However,
this need not and should not be the case.
New Products Offer a Special Future Cost Problem
The manufacture and sale of new products, as well as sales of existing products in new markets, always involve costs and expenses in excess of normal.
These are necessarily in the realm of future costs. There is certain to be considerable enthusiasm over developing new items or expanding sales in new territories or in new markets. That urge needs encouragement. It is the life of
dynamic business. Nevertheless, unwise expansion can be costly and it is one of
the main reasons for business failure. Cost accounting can assist in furnishing
the correct answer in specific instances. Sales expansion raises three problems•
I. When the expansion has been completed,
what net profit will result?
2. How much plant and warehouse facilities,
if any, will be required and how many
years will it take for profits to recoup
the capital outlay?

3. In the development period when production costs on new products and selling
and distribution costs in expansion of
markets will be higher than normal, will
the cash taken in be equal to the cash
outlay for production, selling and distribution?

It is obvious that satisfactory answers to these three questions must be along
the following lines:
1. When expansion has been completed, the
new product or the new markets should
produce satisfactory net profits. These
profits should be greater than those
which would result from expanding sales
of present products in present markets
•nd territories.
2. The resulting profits should pay back the

additional capital investment within a
reasonable period.
3. During the development period, the cash
take -in from net sales should be equal
to, or nearly so, the cash outlay for materials, labor, direct factory expenses,
sales commissions and other direct distribution costs.

It is also obvious that the cost and general accounting records must be maintained in such a manner that the cash costs are segregated from the fixed costs,
not only as to manufacturing but also as to selling and distribution. With this
information, the accounting and business research departments can answer the
three questions and top management can make a sound decision as to the wisdom of the suggested expansion. If unwise, the executives sponsoring the expansion will know the reason why the recommendations were rejected. This
may result in modifications which will make the plan profitable.
The Contribution -to -Profit Approach
The "cash" approach to costs is receiving more attention nowadays and it
has a particular importance relative to planned costs. It is generally referred to
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as contribution accounting. Some department stores are using it. Profit by departments is arrived at by considering only the cash outlay for merchandise,
transportation, selling and buying salaries, direct supplies, direct delivery, and
other direct expenses. These cash costs are deducted from the net sales to arrive
at the contribution which each department makes to the general costs of operating the store.
Top management is the judge as to how much each department should contribute. A decision at this level avoids later misunderstandings among the department heads, the accounting department, and top management, over the
reasonableness of allocations (arbitrary or calculated) of office, management,
occupancy and other expenses. Further, the monthly statements of departmental
operations show the department heads only the figures for which they are responsible. Figures as to general expenses are supplied to the responsible non selling department heads so that they may better control those expenses.
The contribution approach is applicable to industrial concerns also and is
highly important in reaching business decisions. The budget director in the
illustration used earlier made a valuable application of it in the early years of
his association. with his company. A product had shown net losses for several
years. Gradually everybody thought of it in those terms and the president seriously considered discontinuing it. The budget director insisted that factory and
distribution costs be analyzed to determine the cash contribution which the
product made, inasmuch as, if the product were given up, the factory space used
would be idle as there was then no replacement for it. The study showed that,
in spite of net losses, the product had made a cash contribution enough to offset
fixed factory overhead although not enough to absorb prorated general and administrative expense. In short, the cash loss which would have resulted from
discontinuing the product would have been substantial.
Instead, a study was made in the direction of more efficient production
methods and new markets. The determination to make the product pay engendered a new spirit and, after a year, a small net profit resulted. Productive
capacity was doubled and it is now one of the more profitable lines. Ever since,
that company has prepared its internal operating statements on the contribution
basis, as well as the net profit basis.
CONTROL OF PRESENT COSTS

Planned costs soon become present costs, in planned or other amounts, and
the focus of attention changes to our second topic, the use of costs for control.
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Interpretative Reports Are Called For
In the daily and monthly booking of costs, where they are determined based
on standards, departures from the planned costs are segregated according to
cause. There variances may be due to:
I. Misjudgment as to appropriate standards
by product, requiring correction of
standards.
2. Changes ;n price levels of materials and
labor, requiring revision of standards.
3. Causes within the control of management, such as labor efficiency (only
partly controllable under present union
influence), waste of materials, defective
materials, excess scrap, use of non -pre-

ferred machines, excessive set -up time,
defective equipment, idle time paid for,
overtime premiums, etc. The standards
will include provision for a normal
amount of these items and the cost records will reflect the actual in comparison
with the provisions made in the standards.
4. Change in product design or method of
manufacture.
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In short, there is required interpretation of the costs and expenses of operations in relation to planned or budgeted levels which apply to the operating
activity actually experienced, in a way which will promptly and clearly reflect
the specific reasons why differences have occurred. Through such media, management is informed about those operating functions which fail to contribute
their planned share of the operating profits of the organization. To put it
briefly, • cost control through cost accounting starts from proper cost planning
for each rate of activity and condition at which the various functions are required to operate and sets these planned costs against present costs, regardless
of how far the actual realization may be from original planned overall activity.
This is a very different matter from the planning function under which sales
policy is determined. Controlling present costs with standards is the "in fightcontrast to round -by -round strategy, and it must be as successfully
carried out for operations to be profitable.
If controls, like planning, need good pre- determined costs, it may be said
that, under present conditions, costs are too erratic to use for this purpose, that
material prices are unstable, labor rates subject to change at any time, shifts to
war needs disruptive of production scheduling, etc. In addition, it may be
alleged that production regardless of costs is of more importance. My only
answer is that present conditions impose an additional challenge and that every
effort should be made to control costs and not let controllable costs contribute
to the inflationary trend.
Labor costs can best be controlled where wages are based on production, as
under piece -work, earned hour wage plans, or some other incentive method.
Labor unions do not react favorably to these methods. Despite this opposition,
many companies have been able to retain them. Even where wages are on a
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

straight hourly rate, some companies have continued to maintain production
records per man and to compare them with earlier standards or records so as
to show labor union executives when their members have not been doing the
job. These companies have been willing to increase wages to meet increased
costs of living but have insisted on the workers doing their part.
Nonmanufacturing Costs Need Control
Cost accounting principles also have application to costs of distribution and
general administration. The cost department's interest is not limited to factory
operations. It should take part in the preparation of all budgets and, of course,
the budget items and the accounts on the books should be the same. The cost
department statements should in all cases be comparative with the budgets and
should come down to net profit company -wide. Thus the sales by products or
markets or both will be shown as actual and as budgeted, along with distribution costs, in sufficient detail to see where such costs may need correction.
Under the provisions of the Robinson - Patman Act, price discriminations to
customers who are in competition are unlawful unless they can be justified in
terms of cost differentials resulting from differing methods of manufacturing,
delivery and selling, or of the quantities sold to the respective customers. This
points up the importance of determining the cost of distribution as well as the
cost of manufacture. The cost accounting records should be such as to show
that large orders are produced at lower direct costs and that selling in larger
quantities or in other channels results in a lower direct cost of distribution.
Relatively lower direct labor and salary costs of production and distribution
also carry with them lower indirect costs. This emphasizes the importance of
cost accounting for distribution as well as for production.
Comparing the Costs of Alternatives
Cost accounting principles should also be applied to solve current business
problems. Should a company continue to rent warehouse space or should it
build its own warehouses? Does it pay to operate a company's own delivery
trucks or should it hire trucking and delivery service? Should the cost and
payroll data be done by hand or by machine? If by machine, is there sufficient
volume and also need for additional statistical information to warrant the use
of punched -card accounting? This list of questions could be multiplied many
times and, in each answer, cost accounting has a real part to play.
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PAST COSTS TELL THE PROFIT STORY

All cost accounting for profit determination purposes involves the allocation
of historical costs to periods of time. The allocation of administrative, financial,
and selling costs to a specific accounting period is a relatively simple procedure,
since it does not involve any assignment of cost to specific products for inventory pricing purposes. However, production costs are more difficult. The
primary service rendered by cost procedure in profit determination deals with
the application of manufacturing costs to units of product to be capitalized in
inventory and subsequently transferred to cost of goods sold as shipments are
made.
Conventional Costing for Profit Determination
The conventional method in manufacturing and wholesale concerns has been
to cost out sales at average or first -in costs. The same result is obtained by
application of inark -on percentages under the retail inventory method. On
this basis the end -of -year book inventories should coincide with physical inventories priced at the latest or average cost.
Cost records for this purpose are maintained solely to assemble the conventional historical costs and seldom have much value for planning or control
purposes. The profit for the year then includes certain questionable elements:
I. Inventory profit in the form of the excess
of the cost of the end -of- the -year quantities over the cost of the beginning -ofthe -year quantities.

2. Excessive manufacturing costs capitalized
in the inventory (less such items in the
beginning inventory.

In the end -of -year valuation on the conventional basis, there is the opportunity to compare the costs with selling prices and to provide for any reductions due to market declines. However, if costs have been computed based on
planned or standard costs, the more positive opportunity is provided to check
the accuracy of the costs as they were planned for the period in which the
items were produced. If actual costs were less than planned, actual costs would
be used for inventory purposes. If actual costs exceeded planned costs, the
problem arises as to what extent the increase over planned cost should be reflected in inventory valuation. Usually the standards are revised sufficiently
often so that the planned costs are more realistic than so- called actual and the
excesses over planned costs are due to causes within the year and constitute
period costs rather than product costs. If so, planned or standard costs are
sounder for inventory pricing purposes than so- called actual costs.
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On the other hand, the direct question may be asked, "Do standard costs
furnish the data required for a sound approach to inventory valuation ?" A
comparison with the use of "lifo" for the same purpose may help here. Standard or planned costs are determined, not for valuing what is left on hand but
what is sold. Under "lifo ", all costs of production are applied against what
was sold. Left as inventory is the amount on hand at the beginning of the
year. Only the increases in quantities are to be valued at costs within the year
and these costs can be those experienced in the beginning of the year. Therefore, if planned costs are kept adjusted up to current price, wage and expense
levels, costing out on the basis of standards should result in an ending book
in ve nt or y i n li n e wi th it s pr ic i ng a t " li fo " .

Consideration of "Lifo" for Inventory Valuation
Many
companies
realize
"missed
boat" bya yofadvantage
adopting is
"lifo"
early
in the
1940's and
havethat
beenthey
skeptical
as the
to whether
left
by going on the basis now. All that can be said on this point is that, with the
rather constant increase in prices and the fear of further inflation, serious consideration should be given to its adoption. As at first per itted, the basis had
limited applicability. In many types of business it is impr cticable to establish
"lifo" prices by items or groups of items. This was imposlible for department
stores. However, after litigation, the Treasury Department now permits the
llars are the units
dollar value method of "li fo" application under which

do

adjusted by price indexes.
If "lifo" has not been adopted for tax purposes and if the so- called inventory or inflation profit is not in some other way lifted out of the income statement, the profit reported includes an amount which did not result from operations. The problem is how to express this if not under "lifo." One method
is to provide a reserve, but this raises unique accounting questions. What disposition is ultimately to be ma de of t he reserve? Should not the reserve be
explained to the effect that it covers price increases after a certain date? Should
retroactive reserves be provided, say, for price increases after 1940? Should
the reserve be limited to the amount that "lifo" would haver afforded or should
it be for the entire price increase? (Incidentally, this p' ints out that even
"lifo" does not always lift out the entire price increase.)
Because of the problems just stated, some contend that a supplementary
profit statement should be prepared. This would be a sum�l ary of the regular
statement with adjustments to eliminate the entire inventory profit. Also in
FE B R U A R Y , 19 52
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this statement there would be shown the additional depreciation and depletion
which would result if provision were made based on current costs. The supplementary statement, by giving effect to removal of inventory profits and to
depreciation and depletion based on current costs, might even show that the
income taxes exceeded the real profit before taxes. This might be a sorry picture
to present to management, stockholders, and the banks, but what is the accountant's responsibility as to showing realistic results of operations?
USING THE TOOLS

will

In this article I have tried to show how three major uses of cost accounting
serve specific purposes for management. All three uses of cost accounting are,
of course, closely related, yet the purpose for which the cost is accumulated in
each case must be kept clearly in mind. The challenge to cost accounting relates to how well cost accountants can supply these sharpened tools which management will need in keeping costs within the planned limits and in determining profit and inventory. This pertinent data must be interpreted in terms
of the future, the present, and the past.
True as this is, it does not answer an unspoken question in the minds of
many industrial accountants. How can a cost accounting department provide
all of this valuable information if management is not interested in accounting,
if sales budgets are not prepared, and if management will not sponsor this
approach? I have no answer except to say that every management does a certain amount of planning. The problem in each case is to find the key which
unlock the compartment in management's thinking and make it possible
to translate the planning into figures for a starting point for budget preparation. Then the results can be related to the accounting facts and management
can be supplied with the reasons why plans and expectations did not materialize
—and under what conditions they might be realized.
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Weekly Expense Control Can Be Practical —
A Case Study
by RICHARD J. HALLORAN
Assistant Controller, York Corporation, York, Pa.

The success story of control of costs on a weekly reporting basis, avoiding much of the extra work ordinarily supposed to be involved, is
offered in this article. Included are a seven -point warning of prerequisites to this achievement and description of the reporting forms
and procedures developed.

and often with considerable
justification, that accounting reports are issued too long after the period
covered to be of real value in the control of expense. They point to the fact
that a monthly report issued on the fifteenth or twentieth of the succeeding
month, is as much as fifty days behind some of the expenditures. They say that
conditions change too rapidly for such a report to be of more than historical
interest.
What the production men want is fast action, reports issued soon enough
to enable them to step in and correct a situation while it is still current. They
want these reports in time to cancel or defer receipts of material, remove or lay
off excess personnel, or correct a bad error or scrap condition. In a high -speed
manufacturing operation this desire for rapidity of reporting is in keeping with
other phases of activity.
From the angle of the members of this management group, the obvious answer
is weekly reports issued early in the succeeding week. They are generally prepared to receive such reports in condensed form and would prefer not to have
them include uncontrollable expenses or fixed charges. Nor is there any objection to a reasonable amount of estimating.
The accountant's side of this picture is that such reports are generally expensive in terms of time, personnel and money. The average accountant is struggling
to meet the deadlines he now has, with a minimum of personnel, in the face
of management pressure to contain accounting "overhead ". Weekly expense
reports often result in real duplication of effort and expense since, in order to
achieve the objective of speed, practices are resorted to which are acceptable
for the weekly report but not accurate enough for permanent recording.

M

AN U F ACT U RI N G M E N ARE PR ON E T O FE E L,

—But Reports Are Not Control
Then too, the accountant often feels that not enough attention is given to
the reports he is now issuing to really jusify their cost. Why, then, should he
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issue additional ones? The accountant can point to numerous instances of departments which consistently over -spend budgets and objectives month after month
on the same accounts. He asks what reason there is to believe that a report issued
once a week will correct a situation that has been reported for many months
without effect. As a matter of fact, he can predict overexpenditures in many
cases in advance of their occurrence, merely by referring to the historically bad
offenders.
In short the accountant knows that weekly expense reports or reports covering
any period do not in themselves constitute expense control. Other steps must
be taken and other facilities provided along with the reports, including adequate forecasting of factory load, pre - planning of expenditures and prompt
follow -up of reported results, with authoritative action taken to correct bad conditions. His answer can be summed up as, "We agree that more rapid reporting
covering shorter periods would be very nice to have, but is it practical? Can
the results justify the extra cost, if any, and do other required facilities and
attitudes exist ?"

Groundwork for Success
For the reasons which have been cited, a program of weekly reports and
weekly expense control should not be inaugurated unless the following prerequisites are met:

will

1. An adequate system of budgets and objectives must be in existence or be provided.
If it is not in existence at all or is in admittedly poor shape, it would be better to defer
the weekly control plan until adequate objectives and comparisons are provided on a
monthly basis. Errors, gross inaccuracies in objectives, and poor distribution of expense
be magnified in the shorter period and possibly result in the entire plan falling into
disfavor.
2. The performance against existing monthly objectives must be close enough to
justify the belief that changing to the weekly plan will provide just that extra tool
to put the achievement of goals over the top. An organization which is failing to meet
apparently realistic objectives by (say) fifty per cent will not benefit by weekly control.
There is something wrong there besides the reporting media. On the other hand, a
unit which is coming to within five per cent of such objectives has demonstrated its
ability to operate effectively. A further refinement of its control facilities may provide
the extra spark needed to achieve the goal.

3. The manufacturing unit, or other group under consideration for such a plan,
must have or provide its own organization to forecast its volume of work, approve
expenditures in advance, ferret out reasons for failures, discuss corrections with supervisors, and in general assume responsibility for its own part in the program. The
accountant cannot hope to provide expense control data, analyze its significance and
follow up with corrective measures. The other division must do its part.
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4. Top management of the division involved must be prepared to spend several hours
a week in reviewing results with its own division and in discussing them, along with
apparent trends, with the financial division. This duty should not be delegated to
subordinates or the impression of real interest on the part of management will be
destroyed.
5. The recording of the results on a weekly basis must replace monthly recording,
not duplicate it. If this cannot be accomplished on practically one hundred per cent
of the items, two adverse conditions will result. First the weekly reports will not tie
in to monthly published reports and faith will be lost in the plan. Second, the cost
of the duplicate recording will be prohibitive.
6. The accounting division must gear itself to get the weekly reports distributed
quickly. In the case of weekly reports, two weeks after the period soon becomes as
subject to criticism as fifteen days for the monthly reports. The goal should be a
maximum of one week for report preparation and distribution.
7. There must be a firm conviction that expense control is a mutual problem between
the divisions involved. The operating division must accept responsibility for meeting
the objectives, the accountants for providing the data and the two divisions must
jointly seek remedies for failures, be prepared to compromise viewpoints and be sympathetic with human failures on the part of the other.

How the Weekly Control Plan Shapes Up
Feeling that the conditions listed above were in existence or could be provided and that the time was ripe for the inauguration of stricter control with
more rapid reporting, in order to achieve expense reduction with consequent
competitive advantage to our products, our company adopted weekly expense
control a little over two years ago.
The results have more than justified its continuance. From a dollar and cents
standpoint, relative factory expenditures have been several hundred thousand
dollars below the levels in existence prior to the plan in each of the full years,
with indication that the current year will continue the improvement. Relations
between the manufacturing and accounting divisions have been more firmly
cemented by the constant contact, frequent meetings and sympathetic discussion
of mutual problems. Top company management has been provided with more
concise information and has been put into a better position to place responsibility
and conserve its valuable time by following the rule of management by exception.
The plan adopted incorporates the following major features:
I. The establishment of variable budgets on
a weekly basis.
2. An annual forecast, by weeks and by
departments, of factory load in terms of
direct labor hours.
3. A revision of the annual forecast (a) for
each quarter one month in advance of
708

the start of the quarter, (b) for each
month one month in advance of the start
of each month and (c) for each week
one week in advance of the start of
each week. This weekly revision becomes the basis of the "final objective"
described below.
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4. The calculation of an "earned objective"
at the close of each week, based on the
standard direct labor content of production.
5. A weekly report for each department,
detailing a comparison of actual expense
vs earned objective, by account, for controllable accounts only.
6. A weekly summary report by departmental groups, of the actual expense
performance for all accounts in total vs
the earned objective and vs the final

objective. This report also includes a
month -to -date comparison.
7. A weekly meeting of factory supervision
with factory management to discuss and
explain variations between the two objecwee k and the actual.
8 A weekly meeting between factory and
financial management for the same purpose.
9. A weekly letter from the controller to
the president, describing the expense
situation, both from the short -run and
long -run standpoint.

The Budget, Forecast Load, and Operating Objectives
This study will not attempt to cover a detailed budgetary control plan. The
company's budgetary control plan embodies the "step budget" principle of direct
changes in allowances at varying levels of activity around a theoretical normal
at one hundred per cent capacity. (One hundred per cent capacity is full one
shift operation with no overtime and it is, therefore, possible to operate at
levels in excess of one hundred per cent.) All budgets include controllable
and uncontrollable expenses, although weekly reports of operation against them
issued to performance level personnel include the controllable portions only,
as described below. Exhibit 1 illustrates a typical departmental budget.
As the forecasts of direct labor hours are received from the manufacturing
division, they are factored to incorporate bonus anticipation, delays, etc., to
arrive at standard hours. The standard hours are compared to normal loads
and anticipated activity rates are calculated. Budgets are selected which correspond to forecast activity rates and these budget levels are known as objectives
(In addition to the use of this information for weekly expense control the
objectives form the basis for overhead absorption estimates for use in profit and
loss forecasting and other management planning devices.)
The finally revised forecast, one week before the start of a particular week,
results in the final objective, i.e., the budgeted amount for the forecast level of
activity. It is on this final objective that the factory bases its expense planning
for the week. Materials are requisitioned, personnel is assigned, maintenance
is scheduled and other commitments made to operate the plant at the indicated
level. Commitments requiring longer advance planning, such as outside purchases, are made with consideration to the latest revised quarterly or monthly
forecast.
The earned objective differs from the final objective in that the earned objective is calculated after the week in question has passed. It is based on actual
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factory load and provides the true measure of accomplishment when compared
with actual expense.
The objectives are always expressed in terms of percentages of normal, as
well as in dollars, to provide a handy means of describing the production level.
Weekly Departmental and Summary Reports
An individual report is issued each week for each department. Titled, Departmental Expense Analysis (Exhibit 2), this report is the expense control tool at
performance level. The department manager or foreman is expected to use this
tool to effect corrections in expense, guide him in his estimates for future
weeks, and analyze, study, and report on the causes of poor performance. The
report contains controllable items only, since they are the recipient's immediate
responsibility. The form features a snap -out carbon with sufficient copies for
the manufacturing office and accounting records. It is prepared in pencil for
economy and speed.
Column and line content are self explanatory down to "total expense"
with the amounts under "expense objective" representing the earned budget
on the departmental standard direct labor content of actual production. There
are four other line captions, as will be noted. Opposite Account 92, Direct
Labor, are the standard and actual direct labor dollars earned and expended
during the week. Account 95, Production, is a memorandum recording of units
of production in the "actual" column only. Direct Labor Standard includes
the standard direct labor hour content of production and is, of course, the factor
on which activity is based. Activity is the per cent of normal departmental load
actually experienced for the week.
The Manufacturing Division Weekly Expense Comparison (Exhibit 3) is a
report which summarizes for manufacturing management the performance
against objectives for all departments. Departments are combined into groups
which correspond to superintendent responsibilities. The report features a comparison between the final and the earned objectives, as well as between the
earned objective and the actual expense. As described above, the final objective
is the last forecast "before the fact," while the earned objective is based on
actual production and is calculated after the week has ended. The comparison
of the two objectives and actual expenses enable manufacturing management
to check its forecasts and to weigh the adverse effect on actual expense of planning based on inadequate forecasts.
In addition to the expense totals, both controllable and fixed, of the individual operating and manufacturing service departments, this report includes
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DEPARTMENTAL EXPENSE ANALYSIS

W

Dept. No

Week Ending

Dept. Narne

F6

D' Ip«°.}

ec'

Description

Actual

Clerical

Supervision

03

Material Handlers E Truckers

04

Crane, Elevator 6 Engine Operators

06

Draftsmen b Technical

06

Tool Dressing. Oiling 6 Cleaning Machine

07

Idle Time

O8

Training rime

09

Other Indirect Labor

&

01

41Z

J -0

21

Traveling

34

Stationery

&

Total

Supplies

38

Telephone b Telegraph

41

Took

49

Errors
Total

&s

Repairs — Buildings

60

— Machinery, Took

63

— patterns R Flails

&

69

Equip.

Total
Total Espems
92

Direct Labor

95

production

Fill

9:111

Direct Labo— Standard
Activity

o

EXHIBIT 2

expenses which are not deemed to be the direct or indirect responsibility of any
one department but are under the control of manufacturing management. Such
expenses are the cost of outside warehouses, general distribution, and general
suspended expenses, as well as the cost of inventory- taking. This is handled
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on a reserve basis throughout the year. To complete the financial picture for
the factory, a statement of variances is also included.
The report carries detailed information for the week covered and for the
current fiscal month plus a summary total for fiscal year -to -date. In connection with the year -to -date figures, the two columns headed "actual expenses"
provide a comparison of the totals as recorded on the weekly reports and the
official figures from the monthly reports. Since the large majority of expenses
are recorded weekly and used for both weekly and monthly purposes, the only
important differences are those caused by monthly adjusting journal entries.
The comparison measures the extent of these adjustments and the reporting of
it tends to keep them at a minimum. (The treatment of adjusting entries for
report purposes is further discussed in later paragraphs.)
Expense Control Meetings; Letter to the President
Immediately upon receipt of the summary report, the general works manager
and his staff sit with operating supervision and discuss details of account and
department performance. Each over - expenditure is analyzed to determine whether
it represents a seasonal upsurge and is adequately covered in the total allowance
for the year, whether it represents a minimum quantity expenditure and is also
provided for in the total or whether it represents a true over - expenditure. If
the latter is the case, the cause is determined and steps taken to prevent a recurrence.
If the excess can be determined as representing the beginning of a permanent
trend, notation is made of that fact for informing management that a continuation of the cost increase must be expected. The development is also recorded
for consideration at the next budget revision. If the trend could not have been
foreseen, consideration is then given to a request for a special budget allowance.
When manufacturing management has been made thoroughly familiar with
the results for the week, they are reviewed with the controller and members
of his staff. This review includes discussion of individual department and group
performances, comparisons with forecasts and an attempt to discern trends
which may be developing.
Following these meetings, the controller forwards a summary letter to the
president. This letter interprets the results of the week's activity and advises
the executive as to what may be expected in the near -term and long -run picture.
The effect of performance against budget is also translated for the president
into its effect on unabsorbed overhead and consequent effect on corporate
income.
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C

4.

MANUFACTURING DIVISION WEEKLY EXPENSE COMPARISON
DESCRIPTION
Dept. or
Dept. or
Acct. No.
Acct. Name
100 -140

Final
Objective
31,655.00

Mfg. Division Offices

34,438.22

94,610.00

96,171.00

99,917.36
172,442.04

59,309.00

60,801.00

60,296.83

177,713.00

7, 78 7. 00

8, 19 0 .0 0

7,310.01

23,116.00

23, 89 5. 00

23,620.89

W. Y. Production Depts.

41,505.00

43,958.00

45.796.65

119,989.00

125,890.00

128,252.49

62 0

Foundry

27,831.00

29,874..00

35,836.43

85,845.00

85,839.00

96,880.19

700 -760

Grantley Production Depts.

27,105.00

27,020.00

28,750.36

83,773.00

85,656.00

83,497.86

A/C 3192 Field Warehouse Expense

1,400.00

1,400.00

1,400.00

4,200.00

4,200.00

4,200.00

A/C 3193 General Distribution

7,624.00

7,624.00

7,624.00

22,872.00

22,872.00

22,872.00

A/C 3194 General Suspended

8,988.00

6,954.00

6 ,897.26

26,959.00

200 -250

Mfg. Division Services

u
N

300 -340

Maintenance D e p t s .

400 -590

25,712.0 0
651,191.00

28,682.03
660,364.86

213,204.00

217,830.00

228,349.76

639,077.00

Less Distribution

33.803.00

35,292.00

35,292.00

100,632.00

104,864.00

104,864.00

Net Total Expense

179,401.00

182,538.00

193,057.76

538,445.00

546,327.00

555,500.86

A/C 3194 Inventory Reserve

6,958.00

8,915.0 0

8,91 5.0 0

20,116.00

25,966.00

25,966.00

186,3 59.00

19 1, 45 3. 00

201,9 72.76

55 8 ,5 6 1. 0 0

572,2 93.00

581,466.86

Gross Total Expense

To t a l
A/C 3101 Direct Labor Variance

(1,000.00)

A/C 3102 Material Usage
Other Variances

Total Expenses

(1,000.00)

- --

- --

6 87.0 0

6 87.0 0

186 0 4 6 . 0 0

To t a l

191 ,1 40. 00

JUNE

Plus

3

(3,000.00)

(4,000.00)
1,065.27
( 474.33)
198, 563 .70

FISCAL YEAR TO DATE INCLUDING VARIANCE
*Actual
- Earned
Actual
Final
Objective
Expense
Expenses
Objective
8.407.350.00 8,508,815.00 8,256,053.26 8,254,126.85

*Represents Monthly Expenses To

w

32,009.00

J u l y 1 5 , 1951
Actual
Expense

Final
Objective

Actual
Expense

Week Endin g
FISCAL MONTH
Earned
Objective

180,956.00

NO

V
ti

FISCAL WEEK
Earned
Objective

---

- - --

2,063.00

2,063.00

55 7 , 6 2L . 0 0

571,3 56.00

(9,000.00)
2,439.48
(935.18)
573.971.16

FISCAL YEAR TO DATE EXCLUDING VARIANCE
'Actual
*Earned
Actual
Objective
Expenses
Expense
8,380,450.00 8,321,979.06 8,362,191.04

Final
Objective
8,244,525.0 0

Weeks of Weekly Expense Statements.

EXHIBIT 3

(3,000.00)

Converting from Monthly to Weekly Recording
The major items of expense which had to be converted from a monthly to a
weekly recording basis were those arising from payrolls, accounts payable and
stores disbursements. However, some of the minor items were more difficult
to convert.
Hourly payroll, paid on a weekly basis, presented perhaps the least difficulty.
It was necessary merely to carry the distribution which had always been calculated weekly through to a final journal accrual each week. Salary payrolls which,
in the case of this company, are on a bi- weekly basis were recast at weekly rates
and are accrued weekly. Rate adjustments are allowed to accumulate into the
second week but these have a minor effect on the control plan. Hourly overtime
is recorded as earned and paid. In the case of salaried overtime, a computation
is required at the end of each week.
The accounts payable voucher register is, in effect, closed each week. Distribution totals are taken off on the Tuesday following the close of the week
and recorded permanently. No attempt is made to hold these records open for
invoices not received, as it is felt that there is no practical solution to the
problem of late invoices that is compatible with prompt book closing. On
interim monthly statements the problem had not been solved and it is, therefore,
believed that no material accuracy has been sacrificed. Major monthly invoices
are anticipated by a weekly accrual, with any final differences taken up in the
week in which the invoices are received. These weekly accruals are tempered by
known seasonal and other factors. For example, the monthly purchased power
bill is estimated in the amount likely to be expected at the particular month,
taking into consideration the number of daylight hours as well as projected
factory load. The estimate is then broken down into weekly units for accrual.
Stores disbursements presented a relatively easy problem with the only action
necessary that of cutting off, totaling and distributing on a weekly rather than a
monthly basis. Fixed charges for depreciation, etc. required a one -time recalculation to convert them to the new amounts for permanent recording each
week. All other standard monthly accruals were likewise converted to weekly
amounts.
Charges arising from miscellaneous minor sources —such as cash books,
accounts receivable ledgers, etc. —are transmitted to the cost ledger section
on a memorandum basis, as received, for recording on the weekly statements.
Since the amount of such charges to factory expense is small, both in amount
and in relation to the totals in these books, the extra cost of closing them weekly
was considered to be out of proportion to any benefit gained by the greater
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accuracy arising from a definite closing. The proportionately larger incidence
of expense items from such books as the accounts payable voucher register
made it worthwhile to fully close the latter record as described above.
The Problem of Month -end Adjusting Entries
The most vexing problem was one created by monthly journal entries correcting items which had already been recorded on a weekly basis —and the
reports issued for the week involved. The majority of such entries are made
within the second week following the last week of a month. To allow these
entries to be recorded on the weekly plan in the week which they are
written could result in a distortion of the comparison of weekly and monthly
totals as between the two months. Even if it were possible to include these
amounts in the report for the final week of the month to which they are
applicable, it is probably that the distortion of the report for that week would
be serious enough to destroy its validity as an expense control tool.
In view of the above considerations, it was decided to omit these entries from
the weekly plan altogether and to show a continuing to -date comparison of the
results on a weekly and monthly basis on the Weekly Expense Comparison,
(Exhibit 3). The act of publishing this difference, in itself, tends to keep the
adjustments at a minimum, since they are considered to reflect a weakness in
the system or negligence on the part of the individual responsible. Fortunately,
in the case of the plan under review here, they were not significant in amount
at any time after the system had been in operation long enough for starting
"bugs" to be discovered and "ironed out ".
The Plan Has Worked for Better Control
As stated earlier, the plan here outlined has been extremely successful from
the standpoint of expense control and reduction. The additional expense caused
by some duplication of effort in repeated weekly closings has not been prohibitive and has resulted in greater accuracy. It has also provided a much needed
levelling off effect by reducing month -end peak load.
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NOT FOR INVENTORIES
PRICING AND PRODUCTION DECISIONS
should be made on the basis of a consideration of marginal costs a nd fixed costs
which have been separately presented. This
does not mean, however, that inventories
should be valued on the basis of marginal
costs only, as Mr. Sapega contends in the
September, 1951 issue of the N.A.C.A.
Bulletin. The fact that the service purchased when taxes are paid or a machine
is bought, are services connected with "producing any amount of units (u p to capacity) over a definite period of time" does
not mean that these expenditures have no
rightful association with the cost of the
units which were produced in the time
period. If faced costs are entirely excluded,
inventory is definitely undervalued. The
good could not have been produced if the
expenditures which lead to fixed costs had
not been made.
It can be cogently argued that fixed cost
should be charged to inventory at a rate
which would fully distribute the fixed costs
only if capacity operations were maintained
throughout the year. The balance of the
Fixed costs are then viewed as representing
a direct charge against profits attributable
to poor general conditions, to faulty sales
or general management policies or to the
necessities of

P O I N T S
may be made upon all articles produced,
regardless of how the "mix" may vary.
Certain types of fixed costs including real
estate taxes and various types of insurance,
could easily be treated as period costs and
have little effect upon individual parts .cost
for sales price establishment. However,
where a great variety of products are manufactured of varying complexity, I do not
see how it is possible to establish a useful
cost for a pa rt requiring expensive machinery a nd equ ipment in comparison to a simple piece using relatively cheap machines
for its produ ction if we throw a ll depreciation into an account not related to or included in individual product costs. A similar situation exists with respect to a good
many other fixed costs.
It is as true to say that fixed costs are
necessary for production as that they must
be borne regardless of production. The rare
shut -down situations which occur do not add
up to a good reason for fa ilure to include
these costs as part of cost of produ ction.
H. L. STECK, Hagerstown

maintaining a competitive

position.
By all means, present to executive management marginal costs and a separate
analysis of fixed costs but do not befog
the issue by linking this desirable change
with

an

unsound

method

of inventory

valuation.
CALEB A. SMITH, Providence
CAN'T DO WITHOUT THEM

SIGHT UNSEEING?
WITHOUT A DOUBT, we live in an age
of specialization. The tremendous technological gains recorded in this century in all
fields of production and distribution, the
fa ct tha t we now sta nd on the threshold of
even greater advances, and the complex
social and economic problems which have
resulted, have inevitably placed far greater

THE PRIME REASON for any collection of

emphasis on vocational - professional training

costs is to provide a basis upon which to
establish sa les price so that a proper profit

and educational programs than on the lib-
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eral arts.
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I

in music, in philosophy, in the field of

O F

science, and in our studies of man and

V I E W

society. These points bear repeating to anyone who aspires to leadership in any field.

T h a t thi s i s de si rabl e , i f n ot e ss e n t i al , to
furt he r advance s i n t he st a nda rds of li vi ng
an d we l f ar e of o ur s e l v e s a n d ot he r na t i on s,

Possibly they are of special importance as
a basic background to cost accountants who
are responsible for the accumulation and

i s n o t d i s pu t e d . Bu t h a ve we i n t he pr o ce s s

interpretation of a vast amount of data

of

which can and do influence decisions and

e mp ha si z i ng

the

te chnol ogi cal

phase s

'

side - tracked t he li be ral ar t s ?

!

effect, unde re s t i mat e d t he i mp or t an ce of a
re al aware ne ss of the phi l o sop hy o f h u m a n

H a v e we , i n

conduct , of soci al re sponsi bi li t y, or of o u r
own

he r i t age ?

As w e obse rve an d

re ad

events that affect everyone.
MAX LORIMORE, Los Angeles
A TIME FOR COST CONTROL
AN

O P P O R TUN I TY IS PRE SE NTED t o e n -

about current problems in our communities,

hance appreciably the value of cost account-

in t he nat i on, an d i nt e rnat i onal l y, i t i s not

ing to industries if

too

pessi-

realize the situation and study the part he

Dr. Arthu r G. Coons, President of Occi-

is called upon to play.
On every side wages are being increased.

dental College in Los Angeles, in a recent

For the most part, these increases a re to the

talk, stated that "A program for education

full extent of the maximum established by

diffi cult

to

be come

e xt re me l y

m is t ic.

the accountant will

for leadership is one of the most difficult

the Wage Stabilization Board. In the mean-

social functions to fulfill and to provide

time, prices have remained for many com-

for. Such an educational program is a lib-

modities as determined under the General

eral one and its essence is its emphasis

Ceiling Price Regulation, pending full de-

upon the qua lity of achievement in person-

velopment of administrative policy with re-

ality, in intellect, in character, and in pu r-

gard to the interpretation of the Capehart

pose. We a re goin g to ha ve t o k now more

Amendment in the Defense Production Act
as amended and extended. It ma y well be

about human relations, for this is the key
to our solutions of personal problems, of

some time before significant price relief can

labor relations and of customer relations.

be expected and meanwhile added wage

�i Where a re we going to learn about human
t' relations unless we learn from the teach-

costs may be consuming a sizeable portion

(

ings of psychology, and from those other

of profit.
The accou ntant shou ld be equ ipped with

interpretive aspects of human relationships

the knowledge required to practice effective

in society that come from the great fields

cost control and present promptly the com-

of knowledge represented by the liberal

mon sense facts of every day operations,

arts ?"
Our relatively free system of economic

thereby permitting management to overcome
at least a portion of this wa ge increase by

life did not just spring into being full -born.

a more efficient and less costly production

The heritage of Western culture with all

program.

its freedoms rests upon our culture in art,
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Daily Postings Give Us Fingertip Cost Control
by KENNETH A. BOOS
Assistant Secretary and Assistant Treasurer, The Upson Co., Lockport, N. Y.

This comprehensive and helpfully detailed picture of a cost and inventory control procedure, susceptible of elaboration to a profit control
medium, relates to a company manufacturing laminated panels. Daily
postings on mechanical equipment are basic to the system, which is
built on previously existing standard cost routine and features elimination of peak work -loads associated with periodic closings.

which give daily control to all operations of a busiS ness are sometimes not adequate
to fully control the profit picture. This is
TANDAR D COS T SYS TEMS,

especially true in industries which have considerable day -to -day fluctuations in
the price of primary raw materials. It is also true in industries where operations and sales mixes are so complex as to make it virtually impossible to evaluate
daily variances in terms of their composite effect on profits.
The Product, the Processes —and Daily Variance Reports
The Upson Company of Lockport, New York is an example of this type of
business. They are reputed to be the largest manufacturers of fiber wall panels
in the world. The product line consists of a wide variety of crack-proof laminated fibre panels for interior walls and ceilings. The panels range in thickness
from 3/16" to 3/8" and in sizes from 8' x 4' to 8' x 20'. Besides the construction line, there is a department devoted entirely to the processing of the
panel into industrial products. The products are used in the construction of
furniture, as gasket material, display material, etc. In addition to the various
thicknesses and sizes, the board is sold with three types of surface coatings —
plain, processed to facilitate painting, and prefinished in various colors which
require no additional painting.
The primary raw materials are wood fibers. These fibers are first beaten into a
pulp which is then converted to roll stock through a felting and drying process.
The roll stock is of various grades depending on its use in the finished product,
an outside ply requiring different characteristics than the inside plies. The roll
stock is then transferred to the converting division which combines the various
types of roll stock into finished panels through the use of adhesive. Any
surface coating is done while the plies are still in the roll stock stage. The
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remainder of the operations are storage, wrapping and shipping. Industrial
products receive further processing in the industrial division.
Daily cost control is maintained for the three major processes. The beating
of fibers and converting into roll stock comprises one process. The coating of
the rolls is another process. The laminating of the rolls into finished panels
is the third process. In addition to the major processes, numerous daily cost
reports are issued to control the more important minor processes. In order to
adequately control the various processes through daily reporting, the reports
show cost variances by grades and departments. The grade and department variances are also broken down on the reports by types of variance. For example,
the first process— beating the raw fibers and conversion into roll stock —is performed in three separate departments which are:
I. Raw material handling and storage.
1. The beating process.

3. The converting into roll stock.

The variances which are computed for each department and the process as a
whole are three in number and the same method of control is used for all
succeeding processes, both major and minor. The three variances categories are
designated as:
I. Loss or gain due to quantify and substitution of raw material.

2. Production speed variance.
3. Downtime variance.

The contents of this article are devoted principally to indicating how these
production variances together with labor and expense variances are developed
in a cumulative way as the result of a daily - posted card ledger system which is
extended to all accounts. In the paragraphs which immediately follow, it is
pointed out that this procedural uniformity paves the way for ready —even daily
— operating control in a manner which makes it more than simple cost control.
Again, in a closing section of this paper, the handling of the sales accounts in
accordance with the system, is briefly described.
Mechanical Basis of the System
Control of the individual productive processes is simple enough in itself,
but any attempt to evaluate profits in terms of the daily variances is unreliable
because of the complexity of the whole operation. In order to fully control
the profit picture, a system which integrates sales, material costs, processing
costs, inventories, and profits is required. In this way reporting of profits
to management can be made with almost the same speed and frequency as the
daily factory cost report.
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A method of posting machine application is used which integrates cost,
inventory and profit figures into a simple system which is readily expandable,
easy to operate, and gives extremely fast profit figures for any given period. The
system is designed around the basic standard cost system (with about ten per
cent job cost for variety). The machine used is a four register bookkeeping machine. This machine is strictly for figure work, i.e. without a typewriter keyboard. Inventory balances are maintained in both quantity and value on the
same type of ledger card as are sales quantities and values.
Inventory ledger balances are correct as of the previous morning and profit
figures are available
period. The system,
cost figures daily, if
accepted sense. The

within
carried
desired,
posting

two to three days after the end of any given
to its ultimate possibilities, will give profit and
since there is actually no period closing in the
of the previous day's activity on the following

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE REGISTER

7h UPeon Co.

P. r i o d
9h. . t t l --------

EXHIBIT 1

day completes a daily cycle which does not vary with the calendar. There are
no peak work -loads due to period closings and no extra clerical help is required
after the break -in period.
Basically the procedure is one of multiple posting and maintaining year to -date balances on all accounting, no matter what accounts are involved. It is
done by a double pick -up of an old ledger balance, both quantity and value at
the same time, posting of the charges or credits to the accounts in both quantity
and value, with the machine automatically posting the new balance to the
ledger card. Proof of correctness of posting is obtained in the standard way
through a second independent pick -up of the old balance, with the machine
automatically printing and accumulating the posted amount. Final proof is
obtained by a zero proof in the final accumulation of all posting.
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Exhibit 1 shows the Posting Journal sheet. The individual ledger cards cover
the columns indicated by the line so labelled and, in standard machine fashion,
the postings made to the ledger card are transferred to the backing sheet through
the use of carbon jackets. The posting journal serves no independent purpose
except that of a check sheet and is not a part of the accounting records.
A standard machine keyboard is used for the operation except that a zero
block is inserted to prevent accumulation or printing of the cents figures in the
quantity column, so that amount postings can be put in the machine in the
normal manner while quantities are put into the keyboard to the left of the
cents column in three digit units. To further facilitate postings, the machine
is equipped with a skip balance key which eliminates the necessity of depressing the plus bar to go through the quantity columns when no quantities are
posted. All other postings are handled with either the plus or minus bar. The
plus bar is used for debits or black balances, the minus bar for credits or
red balances.
The simplicity of the operation makes for speed of posting and ease of
operator training, so vital to the smaller organizations. A combination of about
fifty per cent double balance and fifty per cent single balance postings can be
handled at the rate of 125 to 150 postings per hour, while operator training
of inexperienced personnel requires less than a week.
Preparation of Accounting Data for Machine Posting
For application to this basic machine operation, cost, inventory and other
accounting data are tailored for speed of posting and ease of analysis and
internal control. By taking various parts of the cost and accounting procedure
and tracing it from inception through the posting operation it will be possible
to illustrate how these results are accomplished.
The accounting data to be handled is divided into basic sections. These sections, procedure for which (alone or with other sections) is presented in the
remainder of the article, are listed as follows with parenthetical notation of variances discussed at each point:
I. Raw material receipts (price variance).
2. Accounts payable.
3. Each productive process (production
variances).
4. Labor costs (rate and usage variances).

S.
6.
7.
B.

Supplies (expenditures variances).
Sales— Standard cost products.
Sales - Job cost products
Price variance on purchased material
(discussed under raw materials).

A series number is assigned to each of these accounting sections and an appropriate form designed to accumulate basic daily or run data in a manner which
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D a i l y I n ve n t o r y R e c e ip t s

VO 1 0 7 1
Date 6/15/51

ITEM

ACCOUNT

QUANTITY

A
B
C
D
E
F
G

11 0
112
113
114
115
128
150

S 1, 000, 00
12, 000 .00

10,000
60,000

A
B
C
D
E
F
G

201
202
203
204
205
206
207

50,000.00

5,000

10, 00 0. 00

F00

A
B
C
D
E
F
0

300
301
302
303
304
305
306

500.00

1,0 00

Fib r o u s Raw M ate rial

C o a t i n g R a w M a t e r ia l

L a m i n a t i n g R a w M a t e r ia l

STANDARD
AMOUNT

C r e d i t A c c o u n t s P a y a b le a / c
De b it In v e n t o r y Co n t ro l a / c

141A
A34

$730MOO'
73, 500 .00

76,600'
76,600

All fig u re s H y p o t h e t ic al

x I n d ic a t e s re d f i g u r e

EXHIBIT 2

can readily be posted to the various cost reports and ledger cards. The intent
is to tie in variances as shown on cost reports with period and yearly totals
in order to evaluate their effect on profit figures. As an aid to ready analysis
and to further tie in the various figures, a suffix number is used after the voucher
series number to indicate the order of posting and /or the production run number. This prefixed series number, together with the suffix number, is also invaluable in eliminating the possibility of missing a voucher in the posting operation.
Recording Raw Material Receipts and Price Variance
A unit ticket is prepared for each receipt of raw material showing the date
received, car number, quantity and standard value. The quantities shown on unit
tickets are summarized on the daily receipt voucher (Exhibit 2). The accumulated
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quantities on this form, known as Daily Inventory Receipts, are again computed
at standard values and the total quantities and standard value for the day are
rechecked to an addition of the unit tickets. The total quantity and value of the
daily receipts are posted to the inventory control account, with offset credit
to a special accounts payable account. Actual costs of material received are
posted to the individual receipts tickets to set up the price variance by class
of material received and the department in which used. The special accounts
payable account is cleared of the total of the individual items processed by
the same entry which clears the actual cost and sets up the variance.
For example, assume receipt of a quantity of 5,000 units with a standard
value of $1,000. The inventory account is debited and the special accounts payable account credited for these amounts. Total actual cost for these same 5,000
units was $1,200, giving a price variance of $200 over standard. The $200 is
debited to the price variance account for the particular commodity, with the net
debit of the actual cost of the material plus or minus the variance (in this case
the net figure is $1,000) going to the special accounts payable account. In this
way the uncleared inventory receipt tickets are controlled, since they should
total to the balance of the special accounts payable account.
The individual inventory items are posted, both as to quantity and amount,
to the various inventory accounts. In order to maintain a zero proof on all postings, an inventory control card is carried as part of the inventory ledgers so
that postings to the individual inventory cards are offset by the total posting to
the control card. (There is more than one ledger only to break up the posting
operation so that two operators can be used and to give greater filexibility to
the order of ledger posting.) The same procedure applies to all other subsidiary
ledgers. The balance on the control cards of the various subsidiary ledgers are
checked to the general ledger control card and any difference is easily traced by
matching the entries on the two cards.
Accounts Payable Summarization
The accounts payable voucher check register is summarized daily and used as
the voucher for posting to the various accounts. No quantity postings are made
from this source, since all quantities have been previously set up. Outside of
raw materials, for which the liability is set upon receipt, all expense items are
posted when paid, since the liability and payment occur almost simultaneously.
This check listing is prepared on a typewriter equipped with a platen designed to hold the check register sheet in the typewriter at all times. The individual checks to be typed are inserted through a front feed arrangement. All
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Daily Board Mill Production

VO 110 32
Date 6 / 1 5 / 5 1

STANDARD
AMOUNT

QUANTITY

110
112
113
114
115
128
150

11,000.00*
1,000.00*
6, 00 0. 00 *
2,2 00 .0 0*

10,000*
5,000*
loo,00o*
127,000*

Upson W h ite .050

300

11, 00 0. 00

Inventory Control

A34

800.00

MATERIAL U°ED
Fibrous Paw Material A
B
C
D
E
F
0

ACCOUNT

PRODUCTIONt

ACCOUNT
Raw Stock Prod.
Raw Stock Pown

HOURS ALLOW STD ATLOW

110

241,890*
VARIANCE

ACCOUNT

Hours
flours

EK10A
EK10A

90.00 *

100-00

10.00*

Be at e r R oo m P ro d .. P o ur s

EK1 5A

260.00*

30 0 . 0 0

40.00*

EH 2 2 C 1 5

50.00*

EH22D15
EH22C16
EH22D16

Pester Room Down
Board Mill Prod.
Board Fill Down

Hours
Hours
Hours

Ou a n. & S ub . V a ri a nc e

FK15A
EK16A
EB16A
E1122B16

300.00 *

350.00
7

--

EH22C10
EH22C10

--

Al l f i gu r es hy p ot h et i ca l

+� I n d i c a t e s r e d f',> ,ure

EXHIBIT 3

forms are designed so that the information appearing on the check is also
printed on the register sheet through the use of carbon jackets. The columnar
line -up of the check register permits addition of like entries on the sheet. In
this way the distribution of the invoice automatically proves the payment.
In our case the summary is !made by the use of an adding machine. Preparation of the register by the use of a bookkeeping machine was not considered
practical because of the comparatively small volume of invoices handled. In
other cases, where accounts payable items are set up well in advance of payment
and volume is great, a bookkeeping machine with automatic totaling, would
seem desirable for this operation.
Production Rate, Down -Time and Substitution Variances
Productive processes, of which there are approximately fifteen, are all handled essentially in the same manner. A description of one process will indicate
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the theory applied. As mentioned earlier, one of the principal processes and
the first process in the manufacture of Upson laminated panels, is the board
mill. Here the raw fibers are received, beaten into a pulp called stock and then
converted into roll stock on the board machine. This roll stock is the basic
sheet material which is laminated into the finished panels. The receiving and
storage of the raw material, the beating process and the converting process are
handled as a separate producing unit for the purpose of daily cost reporting.
As stated earlier this producing unit consists of three departments —raw stock,
beater room and board mill.
The materials used in a production run are accumulated and entered on the
form entitled Daily Board Mill Production (Exhibit 3). The actual quantity
of finish roll stock produced for the same run is entered on this voucher. Credits
are entered on the voucher in red and debits in black, in order to keep them
together in one column and make them easier to post. ,In our machine application, debits and credits are posted together and are not separated into debit
runs and credit runs.
From the production and consumption figures on the voucher, the standard
cost of both the material used and produced is computed. By subtracting the
standard cost of the material used from the standard value of the material produced, the net standard gain in inventory value as a result of this process is
obtained. This increase is posted to the inventory control account. In Exhibit 3,
it is $800.
The total hours of operation for the various departments are computed at the
standard departmental hourly rate and credited to the departmental standard
allowance account. Offsetting this allowance is the standard allowance for the
quantity produced, obtained by multiplying the total units produced by the
standard department allowance per unit. The difference between the standard
allowance computed on the basis of hours of operation and the standard allowance computed on the basis of quantity produced is the production variance due
to producing at speeds either below or above standard. In the lower section of
Exhibit 3, the board mill received an allowance of $300 based on hours of
operation. The allowance for the quantity produced was $350, indicating that
hourly production was in excess of standard. For this run the board mill showed
a credit variance of $50. In the same way, actual down -time cost based on downtime hours as against standard down -time cost produces the down -time variance.
The quantity and substitution variance is obtained by deducting the standard
allowance for the quantity produced from the gain in inventory at standard. As
stated, the total gain in inventory value produced by run #32, Exhibit 3, was
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BOARD MILL DAILY COST SUMMARY

GRAPE:

Upson White

Std,
Tons Produced 100,00
Good stock
99,00
Sub Grade
1. 0 0
Hrs. Run
Down Time
Caliper

10
,25
,050

DATEt 6/15/51

RUN NO. 32

Act,
110.00
110,00

—

ARTERIAL
A
B
C
D

DAYt

Pf3iCFNT
'ISH
Act

Std;
6
3
40
51

4
3

Std,
800.00
1,000.00

Monday

COST SUMMARY
Act,

Variance

1,000,00
1,000,00

_200,00

41 6,100,00

6,000.00

{100,00

52

2,350.00

2,200.00

150,00

0,250,00

10,200.00

50,00

10,250.00

10,200,00

50.00

—

10
_
.051

Weight Per M

130

133

Production
Per Day

240.00

264.00

Per Four

10.00

ll.00

Lora in
Progrees

lO.0O'b

10,008

fTRRK s

SIT TOTAL
A
P
C
D
E
F
C
H
I

TOTAL ART-L 100

1

COT.'VF?� SION COST
Raw Yet. Pd l s ,
(Lab and Burden

100,00

90,00

10.00

Pester Room
(Lab and Purden

300,00

260.00

� �40,00

Board Machine
(Lab and R +rden

350.00

300.00

f 50,00

TOTAL
c�� t:VFF!SICr:�COLT

750.00

650.00

{100,00

TOTAL A'FG. COST

1,000.00

10,850.00

X150,00

100.00

98.63

1.37

Copt Per Ton

All figures hypothetical

EXHIBIT 4

$800. Against this the standard allowance for raw stock basis on the 110 units
of Upson White .050 was $100. In the same way the allowance for the beater
room was $300 and for the board mill $350. The total allowance for all three
departments involved in this process was $750. S i n c e t h e s t a n d a r d g a i n i n i n ventory was $800 and the standard production allowance was only $750 it
follows that the gain in inventory value was $50 more than anticipated by the
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standard. This gain is strictly due either to using less materials to produce those
units than the standard anticipated or to using cheaper materials than contemplated by the standard.
These variances are separately posted to the ledger card for the particular
department in which they occur, so that a complete history of the variance as to
type, amount, date, department and production nun number is maintained at all
times on a current basis. The departmental allowances computed from the
hours of operation are posted to the department standard allowance account.
The total of the allowances for any particular period furnish the basis of comparison with the actual cost incurred in each department within the same period.
Complete posting of the voucher shown in Exhibit 3 to the ledgers to obtain
the zero proof would then be as follows:
$600.00 debit
Inventory control account
90.00 credit
Raw stock allowance account
Beater room allowance account 260.00
Board mill allowance account
300.00

Quantity and substitution
variance
Production variance raw stock
Production variance beater room
Production variance board mill

50.00
10.00
40.00
50.00

The standard amount and quantity of the various materials used and produced are posted to the inventory ledger cards from the upper portion of the
voucher, with the offset credit posted to the inventory control card maintained
in the inventory ledgers.
The Board Mill Daily Cost Summary shown in Exhibit 4 is the daily cost
report for the same run for which the voucher was described in the preceding
paragraphs. The amount of the individual variances computed on the voucher
are identical with those shown on the cost reports, so that both management
and factory think in the same terms, even though their information comes from
different sources. The ability to trace the daily variance to its cumulative effect
on period profits greatly facilities analysis.
Labor Rate Variance
At present factory labor distribution is handled on a weekly basis. Labor
charges to the various cost centers are made in both hour and dollar amounts.
From the hours charged to the various cost centers, the standard cost of the
payroll hours is computed. This is arrived at by multiplying the standard labor
rate for the department by the hours charged to that department. The difference
between the computed standard cost of the labor hours and the actual cost distributed for these hours for each department is the labor rate variance for that
particular department.
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Labor Usage Variance; Sundry Expenditure Variances
With the difference in labor costs due to actual hourly labor rates as compared
with standard hourly rates disposed of, the only other factor which influences
labor cost is the use of either more or less man -hours than standard. The effect
of this is determined by comparing actual labor hours at standard rates with
the labor portion of the department standard allowances as shown in the period
control reports covered in the next section of this paper.
The variance from standard for labor, supplies, repairs, and absorption of
fixed and non - productive factory charges are all handled in the same way on
a period basis. To illustrate, the standard allowance on Run 32 for the board
mill department was $300, as shown in Exhibit 4. This was obtained by multiplying the number of hours of operation (ten) by the machine rate per hour
($30). This rate, when set up, contemplated that the board mill would require
for each hour of operation $10.00 of supplies, $7.50 repairs, $5.00 absorption
of fixed and nonproductive charges and $7.50 labor. The ratio of the various
items which made up the hourly rate is assumed to hold true for the total allowance.
In other words, one -third of the board mill standard hourly rate, or $10, is
required for supplies. If the total allowance for the board mill is $300, then
one -third of $300 or $100 is the total allowance for supplies for this department. In this case, it i4 assumed that there is only one hourly rate for each
department. If there is more than one rate for a department and the two rates
have different ratios of supplies, labor, etc., it is necessary to maintain a separate
account for the allowances calculated on the basis of each rate so that they can
be pro -rated separately. Exhibit 5 is illustrative of these relationships on a ten hour run.
The $300 total allowance for the period is nothing more than the hours
allowance as computed on the board mill voucher, Exhibit 3. This allowance, as
was previously explained, is computed from the total hours of operation times
the standard hourly rate. The productive variance has been eliminated, since
the quantity produced in these hours of operation has not been taken into consideration in the calculation. The allowance, therefore, is based on the premise
that for each hour of operation and down -time, a definite sum must be spent
for labor, repairs, etc. Thus far, experience has proven this to be substantially
correct.
A statement is prepared for each productive and nonproductive department.
A nonproductive department's allowance for the period is assumed to be a
fixed amount for each period, regardless of the days of operation of the pro728
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ductive departments. The actual expense incurred by the nonproductive departments is compared with the fixed allowance to determine the variance. This
variance simply shows the amount that incurred cost for these departments
varied from the budgeted allowance.
Determination of Overhead Absorption
The actual cost of operating the nonproductive department is also used in
the determination of the amount of over- or under - absorption of burden by the
productive departments. This is done by taking a total of the actual cost of the
nonproductive departments, general factory expense, and fixed charges -and
pro- rating this total back to the operating departments on a standard basis. A
FACTORY COSTS OTHER THAN DIRECT MATERIALS
Board Mill 6th Period ending 6/25/51

Allowance

75.00
100.00
75.00
250.00
50.00
300.00

80.00
130.00
70.00
280.00
60.00
340.00

5.00
-30.00
5.00
-30.00
-10.00
-40.00

300.00
400.00
300.00
1000.00
200.00
1200.00

YEAR TO DATE
Actual
Variance

400.00
375.00
325.00
1100.00
300.00
1400.00

- 100.00
-i- 25.00
25.00
- 100.00
- 100.00
- 200.00
-

Variance
-

PERIOD
Actual

+

Labor
Supplies
Repairs
Total
Burden
Total

Allowance

EXHIBIT 5

comparison of this figure with the total burden absorbed by the operating department indicates the over- or under - absorption of burden for that department.
In the case of the board mill factory statement shown in Exhibit 5, actual burden
applicable to this unit was $60, while the amount absorbed into production was
only $50. This could be due to the fact that actual cost of operating the nonproductive departments was in excess of budget or that the productive department did not operate a sufficient number of hours to fully absorb its proportionate share of factory burden.
Cost of Safes Statement Summarizes Factory Variances
The variances shown by the departmental factory statements are accumulated
and are published for management use along with the other variances on a
separate Cost of Sales Statement presented in Exhibit 6. This report is a listing
of all of the classes of variances encountered during the period and displays
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their effect on the ultimate cost of the products sold, as shown on the profit
and loss statement.
The price variance of $10,000 reflects the amount over standard for the
period, of the material cost of the items sold. This is arrived at by apportioning the price variance between tonnage sold and tons remaining in inventory.
Any price variance which applies to inventory is posted to an account which is
used to adjust the inventory account to actual cost for balance sheet value. The
method used to apportion the price variance for the period between sales and
inventory involves translating the total tons of raw material received during
the period into units of finished product. The number of units of finished
COST OF SALES STATEMENT
ACTUAL

Standard material costs
Price variances by departments

$100,000.00

$100,000.00

Total material cost
Factor costs in excess of allowances
by labor, supplies, etc.
Productive variances by departments
Quantity and substitution variances
by departments
Labor rate variances by department
Down time variances by department
Cost of sales

VARIANCE
—

STANDARD

$100,000.00

$110,000.00

— 10,000.00

50,000.00

45,000.00
5,000.00

5,000.00
5,000.00

2,000.00
$164,800.00

—
—
+

200.00

—

+
+
—
+

$150,000.00

2,000.00

+

— 10,000.00

+

10,000.00

2,000.00

200.00
2,000.00
$13,800.00

EXH IBI T 6

product computed on this basis is divided into the total price variance for the
period, to arrive at the price variance per unit which is then applied to the
number of units of sales during the period to obtain the raw material price
variance applicable to those sales. In this manner, current costs are reflected
in period profit figures. Final clearing of the inventory reserve account is done
at the end of each year or when all the standards are revised and are assumed
to be representative of actual cost.
Use of a "Daily Deduction" for Posting Fixed Charges
Lengthy period schedules for the distribution of insurance, taxes, and depreciation are eliminated through the use of a standard yearly fixed charge budget.
The proration of the yearly budget to given periods, with the adjustments to
actual at the end of each year, is, in our case, sufficient. By computing a daily
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fixed charge deduction, profit figures can be adjusted as of any period without
the necessity of posting a daily fixed charge voucher. In fact, any item which
does not fluctuate greatly from day to day can be handled in the same manner.
In some cases this may be the only way in which equitable profit figures can be
obtained. An example is interest income which accrues on a fixed date once
each month.
How the Sales Accounts Are Handled
Accounting for sales has a two -fold function. The first is to account for
value of sales by products and the second to account for number of units sold.
The individual sales invoices for each day are accumulated in quantity and
value of each grade and posted to the Daily Sales Voucher, Exhibit 7. The
sales quantities and amounts are posted to the sales ledger cards through the
use of standard product account numbers.
In the case of 3/16" Upson Panels shown in Exhibit 7, the sales account to
which this is posted would be account No. EA1-2 while the inventory account
would be account No. 1102. In this way the sales quantity is listed only once
and furnishes the basis for the posting to both the sales accounts and the inventory accounts. These same sales quantities are also used in the computation
of the standard cost of sales, wrapping, shipping and finished stock allowances.
Job cost sales are handled substantially in the same manner as standard sales
with the exception that the sale to each customer is listed and the manufacturing
cost computed from the job order. Partial shipments are costed at a normal gross
profit margin percentage of sales value and any adjustment is made in the final
shipment when all cost figures are available.
In order to eliminate the necessity of taking an inventory of labor and burden
costs on job orders in process at the end of each period, the labor hours expended on all job orders are extended at standard departmental rates and set
up in a perpetual inventory account. The inventory account is cleared of the
labor and burden applicable to each job when the job order is costed.
Internal Control Features of the System
All vouchers are eye checked for completeness, accounting numbers, and the
proper ratio of various key figures, such as sales value to standard cost, etc. It is
not necessary to make a complete recheck of each extension before posting. The
reason why it is not necessary to recheck each extension is shown under Item 6
below in the summary of a procedure under which the voucher figures are automatically audited through a fairly simple system of internal check:
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DAILY SALES VOUCHER
Sta n d a rd Sa l e s

SALES (EA 1 )
ACCOUNI
AMOLTT
WANTITY
N:.

GRADE

1100
INVENTORY

VO 610 75
Da te : 6 / 1 / 5 1
F I N IS .
STOCK,
ALLOW.

WRAPPING
ALLOW.

SHIPPING
ALLOW.

(EA 11)
STD. COST
OF SALES

3/ 1 6 Up so n Pa ne ls
1 / 4 " Up s o n Panels

2
3

10 , 0 0 0 . 0 0

300,000

5,000.00

10 0. 00

1,000.00

50 0. 00

6,600.00

Easy Curve

8

5,000.00

250,000

11 , 0 00 . 0 0

10 0. 00

50 0. 00

300 .00

1,900.00

50 , 0 00 . 0 0

600, 000

30 , 0 00 . 0 0

2, 0 0 0 . 0 0

3, 0 0 0 . 0 0

35 , 0 00 . 0 0

36 , 0 00 . 0 0
A34

2, 2 0 0 . 0 0
EK37A

1

3 / 8 • Upson Panels

38

3/8

48

1

Syn tho Pan els

3 / 8 • Sy n th o Pa n e l s
C e i l i n g T i l e s 12

1

49
x 12`

55

M1 Fa s ten e rs
#2 Fa s ten e rs

60
61

De c o ra t i v e Bl oc ks

85

Mi s c e l l a n e o u s Ac c o u n ts

T o t a l Sal es t o
a / c re c e i v a b l e
ACCOUNT

5 , 0 0 0 . 0 0 1, 2 0 0 , 0 0 0
All

1,500.00
EK38A

3, P0 0. 00 43 , 50 0 .0 0
EK39A

All riru:ee h7potheticel

EXHIBIT 7
Production vouchers, since they contain
the same cost figures as the daily cost
reports, are checked for reasonableness
in light of the production figures. If the
quantity produced is below standard,
then it follows that the cost of producing
that quantity must be greater than standard. The figures on the daily cost reports
must be logical.
2. The accounts receivable control account
furnishes the check on total sales value
distribution in the same manner in which
the inventory control account furnishes
the check on the inventory ledger.
3. Sales quantity distribution is checked in
total to the statistical department, which
maintains a separate daily quantity record of sales by states, sales territories,
etc.

4. Total payroll distribution is tied into the
total payroll.
5 Correctness of addition on the various
entries is proved by the zero posting
proof previously discussed.
6. The final proof of the accuracy of all extensions is obtained through the inventory ledger. All computations, with the
exception of extensions for wrapping,
shipping and finished stock allowances,
affect inventory account balances. The
inventory account, not only accumulates
like quantities info a book balance representative of the physical inventory but,
through the multiple posting of quantifies and amounts, if also segregates like
extensions so that the check of the bal.
ance extension checks all extensions.

Exhibit 8 illustrates this principle. The standard inventory value of the item
is shown, along with the description on top of the inventory ledger card. The
quantity balance shown on the card is multiplied by the standard price and
should give the standard inventory value. The quantity balance of 3/ g" Upson
Panels, June 5, 1951 is 16,510 units. The standard price of 3/8 " Upson Panels
is assumed as $50 per M. Multiplying 16,510 times $50 per M units should
732
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INVENTORY LEDGER CARD

A c c t . No.
Name

1138

Ledger

Sheet No.

318" UPSON PANELS

Control

Standard Coat ?50.00 per M

DATE
June 1,
June 1 ,
June 1 ,
June 1 ,
J u ne 1 ,
J u ne 2 ,
June 2 9
J un e 2,
June 3 ,
J u ne 4 ,
J u ne 5 ,
June 9 ,
June 5 ,
June 5 ,

51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51

NUMBER

DEBIT
( Black)
AMOUNT

11065
12034
16075
61060
75050
11065
12035
61061
11067
11068
11069
12035
61062
75051

500.00
1, 00 0. 00
5.00
105.00*
325.00"
775.00
250.00
1, 10 0. 00 "
850.00
1,1 00. 00
1,0 50. 00
780.00
1,1 11. 00*
2,843 .50*

CREDIT
Red
QUANTITY
10,000
20,000
100
2,100*
6,500"
15,500
5,000
22,000*
17,000
22,000
21,000
15,600
22,220*
56,870"

NEW BALANCE
AMOUNT
QUANTITY
500.00
1,5 00. 00

10,000
30,000

1, 85 0. 00
2,10 0.00
1, 00 0. 00
1,8 50. 00
2,95 0.00
4,0 00. 00
4,7 80. 00
3,66 9.00
825.50

37,000
42,000
20,000
37,000
_ 59,000
80,000
95,600
73,380
16,510

Al l f i g u re s h y p o th e t i c a l

a In d i c a t e s r e d f i g u r e

EXHIBIT 8

result in the quantity balance of $825.50. If the balance is incorrect, it is an
easy matter to extend the individual postings which make the balance, to locate
the voucher on which the error occurred.
Book inventory balances are compared daily and weekly with physical inventory taunts furnished by the production department. These reports are supplemented by periodic inventory counts taken by accounting personnel.
What Has Been Achieved
Although it is not suggested that the daily collection of accounting data with
immediate posting is the panacea for all closing ills, the elimination of daily,
weekly and period summaries has, in our case, produced surprising benefits.
First and most important, profit figures are scheduled and are normally availFEBRUARY, 1952
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able two and one -half days following the end of each week. (The lag is caused
by the production department operating six and seven days a week, with the
accounting division working only five days. This creates a backlog at the beginning of each week.)
In addition, personnel training is simplified because of greater repetition in
clerical processes. In theory it would seem less effort to compute the standard
cost of sales on the total units sold for a month rather than make a separate
computation for each day's sales. When the system was inaugurated, it was
assumed that it would take more clerical time because of the increased number
of extensions which had to be made in order to cost everything on a daily basis.
Actually the reverse was true. The actual number of extensions increased, but
there was no increase in the total clerical time required. This seemed to be the
result of several factors — finger -tip familiarity due to repetition and immediate
costing while the details were fresh, elimination of peak work loads, and the
greater simplicity of the daily voucher.
A third advantage, ease of analysis, is obtained because there is a direct tie -in
of primary data to the ledger card without the necessity of having to dig the
information out of lengthy summaries.
We use this system primarily for control of factory costs. However, the daily
accumulation of expense items makes them more susceptible to immediate control. A simple yet effective method of control can be devised by having the
period budget figures at the top of the individual expense account ledger cards
as a signal, in much the same manner as minimum and maximum inventory
balances are used on the inventory ledger cards.
As a final word, it should be said that the outline of the system, as presented
in the article, is far from complete. It does illustrate the general methods used.
To achieve desired results, imagination must be availed of and no fear should
be felt in stepping from the path of usually accepted accounting or office
practice.
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Cost System for a Vending Machine Route
by HAROLD H. WHITE
Staff Accountant, Arthur Andersen & Co., New York, N. Y.

What accounting data does a vending route operator need, how can he
get it economically and efficiently, and bow can it be used effectively
in the preparation of cost reports and financial statements? The author
of this article gives one set of answers to these questions on the concrete example of a small route for the vending of ice cream bars.

to which distribution cost techniques may be applied is that of automatic merchandising. Small operators
are especially interested in the possibilities of determining the relative profitability of one location as compared with others. The volume of sales alone may
not be a true indication of profitability because of excessive amounts of time
and travel required to service some machines. In these cases a means must be
found for charging the location with a proportionately greater amount of the
operator's salary and a larger portion of the expenses of operating the car or
truck used in servicing.
The distribution cost system which is described here is one suggested for a
small ice cream vending machine route but is equally applicable to other types
of automatic merchandising. In addition, the general principles outlined may be
applied to a substantially larger business consisting of a number of routes. An
attempt has been made to minimize the amount of detail which the operator
must furnish, yet to provide sufficient information for an equitable allocation
of costs.

O

N E O F T HE N E W E R MERCHAN DI SI NG FIELDS

The Business Day of a Vending Route Operator
In a small vending machine operation, only one person is needed to handle
the servicing and all ordinary repairs. The operator must have a car or truck
for servicing the machines at the various locations. Ice cream bars are packed
in dry ice by the dairy company.. Hence it is not usually necessary that the car
be equipped with a refrigeration unit. This packing will keep the bars frozen
for twenty-four hours. By then they will have been placed in the machines,
which have their own refrigeration units.
Each day the operator will go out on his route, stopping first at the dairy
company for the merchandise and then at each machine. There he collects the
cash deposited since his last call and restocks the machine for another day. Any
FEBRUARY, 1952
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XYZ COMPANY
Machine Sales Report
Machine

Date

Location

Meter Readings

Cash Record
Amount of
Collections $
- Change
Supplied

$

Net
Receipts

$

Today
Yesterday
Day's Sales
_

Inventory Record
Vend

Storage

Balance Yesterday
Used
On Arrival
Added Today
Balance Today
Signed
EXHIBIT 1

minor repairs and adjustments which are needed can be made at this time. If
major repairs are needed, the operator will remove the defective unit from the
machine and take it back to his garage to make repairs.
Usually the operator is through for the day when he has completed his regular service calls. There are, however, some occasions which call for additional
trips. If there are unusually heavy sales from a particular machine, the location
owner may call and request that the machine be refilled. Or a machine, which
was in excellent condition when the operator loaded it, may break down. Again
the location owner will request service.
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Three Forms Basic to Cost Collection
The data necessary to distribute to the machines the various costs incurred
may be obtained from use of the forms illustrated in Exhibits 1, 2, and 3. The
Machine Sales Report, Exhibit 1, is prepared by the operator each time he services a machine. He first fills in the date, the location, and the number of the
machine. This may be done before he starts out on the route. Each machine
is provided with a mechanical counter which advances with each sale. The operator records the reading of this meter in the space marked "today" under
meter readings. In the section marked, "inventory record," he fills in the
spaces marked "on arrival" and "added today." These figures are used to check
the merchandise which is charged to each machine. A typical machine holds
140 bars in the vending position and is equipped with cold storage space for 240
additional ones. This storage space enables the operator to keep at the location
extra bars which he may need to place in vending position later in the day on a
special service call.
The machine may be equipped with a coin changer which will accept nickels,
dimes, or quarters. Since each sale is for ten cents, provision must be made for
returning change when a quarter is deposited. A coin column is provided in the
machine for this purpose which holds enough nickels to return three for each
bar sold. Thus, if every person who buys ice cream deposits a quarter, the
machine is able to make change for all of them. This column must be refilled
by the operator each time the machine is serviced. The operator records the
amount added in the "change supplied" space under the cash record section.
Most operators prefer not to count the collections at the location but, rather, to
empty the coin box into a canvas bag marked for the particular machine and
count it at the office. The "amount of collections" is filled in then.
The other spaces on the report are filled in by the accountant (in the case of
a single route, the owner - operator may serve as his own accountant), as he
records the data. The three spaces requiring information from the previous day
can, of course, be filled in from the previous reports. This machine sales report
enables the accountant to check the cash receipts against the sales as recorded
from the counter. The inventory record of merchandise used should agree with
the recorded sales. These independent calculations will help guard against
clerical errors and indicates losses due to machine breakdown. The data from
the daily sales reports will be accumulated monthly for preparing statements.
The sales and cash receipts journals in the general books may be prepared from
the sales reports each day or may be posted from the monthly summaries.
The Machine Service Report, Exhibit 2, is prepared by the operator whenFEBRUARY, 1952
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XYZ Company
Machine Service Report
Machine

Date

Location
Time o u t o f service
P a r t s Required

Cost

Total Cost
Time R e q u i r e d

Rate

Cost

EXHIBIT 2

ever repairs are made to a machine. This record provides the basis for charging
each machine with the parts and labor costs for its repairs. On this form the
operator lists the parts required and the time spent. The cost of the parts and
the rate to be charged for the time are entered later in the office. "Time out of
service" is accumulated for each machine to determine whether a particular
machine has needed so many repairs or has been out of service so much that it
should be scrapped and replaced with a new machine.
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The final principal basic form is the Mileage Report, Exhibit 3. It is kept
by the operator in the car or truck. On it he records each trip for which he uses
the car, the mileage traveled, and the purpose of the trip. This record is the
basis of distributing transportation expenses to machines. The operator fills in
the first three columns each time he uses the car, indicating in the "purpose"
column whether the trip is for regular service, special service, or maintenance.
In the case of the two latter purposes, he also shows which machine is benefited.
Classification of Costs
The costs of the small vending business are classifiable as follows into four
chief groups for distribution to each machine.
I. Cost of merchandise
2. Direct variable expenses
a. Location commission
b. Servicing salaries — Regular
c. Special servicing
d. Repairs and maintenance
I. Parts and supplies
2. Repair labor
3. Repair transportation
4. Outside repair service

3. Direct fixed expenses
a. Depreciation on machines
b. Insurance on machines
4. Indirect expenses
a. General salary
b. Servicing transportation
c. Office expense
d. Accounting
e. Trade association dues and subscriptions

Merchandise Cost and Location Commission
The cost of merchandise is computed from the inventory record on the sales
reports. The location commission is paid to the location owner, partly as rental
for the space occupied by the machine and partly as payment for the electricity
consumed by the machine in its operation. The usual rate for ice cream machines is ten per cent of sales.
Cost Allocation of the Operator's Salary
The salary of the operator must be allocated to five physical activities on the
basis of the time consumed by each. These activities, together with suggested
bases for allocation, are:

in

I. Traveling on regular servicing trips —
Charged to indirect expense as "general
salaries" on the basis of the normal or
"standard" time consumed in traveling.
servicing each machine —
2. Time spent
Allocated to individual machines on the
basis of normal or "standard" time as
described below.
3. Special servicing, including travel time
FEBRUARY, 1952

—To individual machines on the basis
of the time required for each trip.
4. Maintenance and repairs —To individual
machines on the basis of the time required for each job.
5. Counting cash, preparing reports, and
other office work —to indirect expense
accounts on the basis of "standard"
time.
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The normal or "standard" time for Activities 1, 2 and 5 above should be determined as the result of periodic time studies. For the first year of operation,
the operator should keep fairly close track of the time spent on each activity
during periods of two weeks each, at intervals of three or four months. In subsequent years, a single two -week study each year should provide adequate information for rechecking or revising the standards.
The amount to be charged to each machine or account as outlined above is
determined by multiplying the actual or standard hours by the standard hourly
pay rate of the operator. This rate may be computed by dividing his salary (in
the case of an owner- operator, either the amount he would have to pay a hired
operator or the amount he could earn in some other activity) by the normal
working -hours required. Since, on this basis, the operator's salary may be over
or under - absorbed, the difference will be reflected in a "special service variation"
XYZ

Company

Mileage Report

Purpose

Mileage Distribution
Mileage Mileage Miles
Special
Out
In
Traveled Service Service Maintenance

EXHIBIT 3

account under indirect expenses. If the excess or deficiency grows too large in
relation to the total salary, revision of standards is indicated.
Transportation Costs; Machine Repair Costs
All costs of operating the car, including depreciation, insurance, repairs, gas
and oil, and other expenses, are applied in total to the various functions at a
standard cost per mile. During the first year, an estimated cost is used until a
standard can be established through experience. Normally each machine requires
servicing once each day. The operator will establish a regular route which permits him to service all machines with a minimum of travel time and mileage.
Transportation variation is handled in a similar manner to special service variation, being reflected as "transportation variation."
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As may have been observed, the mileage report form shown as Exhibit 3
provides for three distributions of the mileage. These are for service, special
service, and maintenance. The mileage recorded in the special service and the
maintenance columns is charged to the machine benefitted, at the standard cost
per mile. The total service mileage is charged as an indirect expense at the
standard rate. Thus no machine is favored or penalized because of its location
in relation to others. Instead, it is up to the operator to plan his route with a
view to minimizing total mileage.
A charge in the maintenance column will occur only when a special trip is
necessary in the repair of a machine. For example, if the operator removes the
motor of Machine No. 7 on the regular servicing trip on Tuesday and replaces
the motor on the regular trip on Wednesday, there is no transportation charge
for that repair. If, however, he makes a special trip to replace the motor on
Tuesday afternoon, the trip is charged to Machine No. 7 as repair transportation. Likewise, if a location owner calls in to report that the machine is out
of order, the trip to remove the motor for repair is charged to the machine. Its
reinstallation on a regular trip would not be charged. In addition to the special
transportation, a labor charge is made for the travel and service time required.
The distributions of the remaining portions of the repair charges are not difficult. The service reports in the form shown in Exhibit 2 list the parts which
are used for each repair job. The costs are obtained from the invoices received
when the parts were purchased or from a parts inventory record. The total is
charged directly to the machine repaired. In the case of outside repair services,
the total charge made by the repair shop is charged directly to the machine.
Depreciation, Insurance and Sundry Costs,
The distribution of the direct fixed expenses between the various machines
presents a single problem, namely, the method and rate of depreciation, to be
used. In considering the several methods of depreciation, it might be argued
that the production method would be most equitable for a machine in which
the main mechanism operates only when a sale is made. However, the chief
over -all concern in the ice -cream vending field intrudes here. This concern is
obsolescence. The vending of ice cream bars is relatively new and improved
machines are introduced to the trade each year. Vending machines are also
subjected to rough treatment and have a relatively short life.
The constant percentage of depreciated book value method is recommended,
since it will provide for both factors equitably. A fifty per cent rate should be
FEBRUARY, 1952
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XYZ VENDING COMPANY
Statement of Income and Expense
For Month Ended June 30, 19—

$

$

$
$

$

$

$

$

15. Profit after Direct Expenses

$

$

Total

$

14.

$

11. Less — Direct Fixed Expenses
12.
Depreciation
13.
Insurance

$

$

10. Profit after Direct Variable Expenses

$

$

Total

$

9.

$

4. Less — Direct Variable Expenses
5.
Location Commission
Servicing Salaries
6.
7.
Special Servicing
Repairs
8.

$

$

$

3. Gross Profit

M A C H IN E
2
$

$

Sales
2. Less —Cost of Merchandise

M A C H IN E
I
$

TOTAL
I.

&

16. Less — Indirect Expenses
General Salaries
17.
Servicing Transportation
18.
19.
Accounting
Office Expenses
20.
Trade Dues
Subscriptions
11.
Special Service Variation
22.
23 .
Repairs Variation
24.
Transportation Variation
Total

26. Net Profit

$

25.

S

EXHIBIT 4

used for used machines and a thirty -five per cent rate for new machines.- At
these rates, the book value of a used machine costing $530 will be $66.25 at the
end of three years and the book value of a new machine costing $800 will be
$92.82 at the end of five years. These periods are the estimated useful lives of
these machines. When the industry is older and more stabilized, these rates
should perhaps be reduced. To eliminate the need for computation each month,
the total depreciation for the year may be charged against each machine in equal
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monthly installments. The annually reducing depreciation charge will probably be offset by increasing maintenance costs.
Insurance included as a direct fixed expense is compensation and product liability to protect the operator from claims for damage from the machine or product vended. The premium is divided equally among the machines unless the
insurer writes a higher premium for a particular location or machine.
The three remaining costs shown earlier — accounting, office expense, and
trade association dues and subscriptions —are small and will amount to about
one or two per cent of sales.
An Income Statement By Locations
A Statement of Income and Expense, Exhibit 4, for a business of this sort may
well be prepared on the marginal balance principle. The form has been adapted
from the income statement suggested by Mr. Edward E. Rennhack in his article
entitled "More Informative Costs on the Income Statement" which appears in
the April, 1951 issue of the N. A. C. A. Bulletin. The profit figures shown on
Lines 10 and 15 are the most important ones to the operator. When the profit
after direct expenses (line 15) shows up as a red figure, the operator will want
to find a new location or take steps to increase the sales at the present location.
The machine will remain in service in the interim. A machine will not be removed to storage unless the profit after direct variable expenses (line 10) also
shows up as a red figure. If it does, this circumstance may be taken to show that
the location is not paying its out -of- pocket expenses. It would be cheaper to
store the machine until a new location can be found for it.
The operator may wish to move a machine to a new location at a time when it
is still showing a profit after direct expenses. When this is being considered,
he needs a special report to compare the profits of the present location with
those which the new location is expected to produce. In the special report, the
accountant must include any extra costs which will be incurred.
System Applicable to More Extensive Operations
This explanation, together with the forms included, is intended to illustrate
effective accounting of a single ice cream vending machine route. The same
principles may be applied to other types of vending machine operations and to
distributors operating a number of routes. In the latter case, an income statement similar to that illustrated will be prepared for each route, while an additional statement will summarize the results of all routes and provide for general
expenses not allocable to routes.
FEBRUARY, 1952
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Integrated Procurement and Production
by PETER H. SIMON
Assistant Controller, The W ayne Pump Company, Fort Wayne, Indiana

critical maD terial shortages, an ofefficient
conURING THESE TIMES

trol over inventory on hand, material
usage and proper scheduling is of utmost importance for all industries.
This is especially so under the controlled materials plan through which
the government is regulating the flow
of certain raw materials for which demand exceeds the supply. These conditions affect practically all branches
of industry in some way and, unless
proper internal control is exercised,
they can have serious effects on inventory turnover, efficiency of operations
and resulting costs.
After weighing various possible approaches to the problem, our organization developed a plan which, in our
opinion, provides the required controls with the least amount of effort.
It should be stated at the outset that
this article describes the overall approach only and intentionally omits
the detailed steps which will vary
with the requirements and size of
companies. It might be mentioned also
that in our organization the volume
experienced and multiple use of the
original data warrants the employment
of tabulating equipment in many of
744

the different phases of the procedure.
However, the application of such
equipment, is not necessary to the system.
Types of Production Involved

The production requirements of our
company fall into all three categories
common in industry, i.e., regular lines
of products with different standard
models, special products (including
various government orders), and service parts for current and older models.
Although the detailed requirements
may vary for these different classes of
products, the basic approach is applied to all.
Production Schedule,
Materials and Parts Requirements

The first step is the development of
an overall production schedule. This
master production schedule is based on
requirements submitted by the sales department and these, in turn, are based
on orders on hand, market surveys, etc.
It will be understood that the requirements schedules must be broken down
by model and must cover a period
long enough to permit proper scheduling of production. Along these lines,
the master production schedule speciN.A.C.A. BULLETIN
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EXHIBIT 1

fies requirements by model by month,
taking into consideration inventory on
hand, material availability, most efficient scheduling, time requirements

cept for items with respect to which
efficient production or the best purchase price calls for more than one
month's requirements. In all cases of

etc. After approval by management
the schedule forms the basis for all
subsequent steps.
The next phase is the establishment

this sort, corresponding allowances are
made and greater quantities are ordered in one month and the require ments for the subsequent months re-

of parts and raw material requirements.
In this connection, it should be pointed
out that it is our practice to carry a
minimum float inventory in order to
assure continuous operations, should
unforseen delays occur. Aside from
this float, all our purchase and production orders are tied in with specific
monthly production requirements, ex-

duced accordingly.
Standard parts lists are available for
every standard product and show additions and deductions for deviations
from the standard products. Through
extension of these parts lists by the
number of items scheduled for each
product, the total requirements by part
are established. Added to this are scrap
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losses incurred in the preceding period
and service parts requirements. Any
excesses on hand are, of course, deducted.
These parts requirements are then
broken down into three major lettered
categories, P for purchased parts, M
for manufactured parts and X for
items like castings which must be purchased in a semi -raw stage and finished in our factory. The purchased
parts requirements, when complete,
are forwarded immediately to the purchasing department which prepares
the purchase orders, specifying thereon the deliveries by month according
CH AR T

OF

this sequence of events.
It is quite obvious that, under this
approach, the raw material requirements can easily be tied into the data
needed for the CAP reports which, in
our case, is done by means of type and
specification codes summarized according to CMP requirements. In turn,
schedule adjustments can easily be
made based on the information provided by this system, should the CMP
allotments call for schedule changes.
Materials Receipt and
Inventory Control Procedures

The next problem to face is control
over receipts of material in line with

M E T H O D O F C O N T R O L O F M A T E R I A L R E C E I P T S IN R E L A T I O N S H I P
T O P R O D U C T I O N R E Q U I R E M E N T S AN D P U R C H A S E O R D E R S
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EXHIBIT 2

to master production schedule. The
raw mat erial requirements for all
manufactured parts and castings etc.
are next established, according to the
specifications shown on the original
drawings and bills of material. The
raw material requirements go to the
purchasing department to be ordered
for delivery according to schedule.
The production control department in
turn uses the parts requirements to establish its detailed production schedules. Exhibit 1 is offered to indicate
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req uirements, and likewise control of
inventory. It should be mentioned
here that, in addition to the determination of monthly requirements referred to in the preceding paragraphs,
the year -to -date requirements for all
raw materials, purchased parts and
manufactured parts are established.
The importance of this data will become apparent a paragraph or two
further on.
As mentioned, the purchasing department issues purchase orders speciN.A.C.A. BULLETIN

CHART OF ME T HOD OF CON T R OL OF PRODUCT I ON
AG A I N S T S C H E D U L E R E Q U I R E M E N T S
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PRODUCTION

-

YEAR -TO -DATE
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EXHIBIT 3

fying the month in which the parts
or material are to be delivered. All receipts are matched against these purchase orders and a comparison is
made of quantities ordered and due
dates for receiving them. This provides the necessary information for
follow -up in case deliveries are behind
schedule. At the same time, it provides the details should an increase in
inventory occur because of early deliveries made in advance of requirements.
In addition to this comparison of
current receipts against open orders,
cumulative year -to -date totals of receipts by part number or raw material
code are maintained. These totals are
compared with the year -to -date requireFEBRUARY, 1952

ments. The differences disclose the existence of either an excess on hand or
a provision for float as insurance for
uninterrupted production. Again, this
time in Exhibit 2, the procedure has
been set forth diagrammatically for
greater clarity.
All differences developed by this
comparison and exceeding a predetermined limit must be analyzed. If a
truly excessive inventory is established,
corrective steps must be taken. In such
cases the excess will be disposed of,
either by reducing current or subsequent purchase orders or by disposing
of the material in whatever manner
practical. The latter is most likely with
obsolete material.
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Production Orders

any

various

tion order on a current basis. In addiBasically the same principle applies tion, the quantities produced are reto the production orders covering ported by part or product number.
manufactured parts and subassemblies, This provides for all production orders
and final assemblies. Each production the same basic information as outlined
order covers one month's requirements above for the purchase orders, i.e., it
and is identified with the month in establishes the total actual production
which the product is due to be com- by production order, which is then
pleted. This does not mean that the compared against the ordered quantidifferent operations fall in the same ties. The year -to -date requirements
month. It means, rather, that they are and quantities produced are also
scheduled according to lead time re- established and compared in order to
quirements to make sure that each part control any excess inventory. Exhibit
or subassembly is completed in time to 3 indicates the comparisons made.
produce the final product in the schedObjectives
uled month. All production orders
The emphasis in this article has been
covering parts and assemblies of the
placed on scheduling, production and
regular line of products are identified
inventory controls. The information
also by part or model number.
accumulated under the method dePlace of Cost Accumulation
scribed is also ideal for cost control,
In order to provide for the ac- since any deviations in the schedule or
cumulation of costs for products which product made become apparent immedeviate from standard as well as for diately. In addition, variances from
special products —the
costs standard cost are accumulated currently.
for these types of product are accumuLast but not least, it is hoped that
lated against the sales order number. the procedure will ultimately reduce
Thus the actual cost information is annual physical inventory requirements
available by sales order and can be to a minimum. It should be possible
used by management as basis for future under this method to provide suffidecisions.
ciently strong current controls to perThe actual labor and material costs mit curtailing the annual physical inare accumulated against each produc- ventory in favor of test - checks.

Seven Basic Reports on Productive Operations
by ROBERT F. NELSON
Executive Vice President, American Type Founders, Inc.

T
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HE BASIS OF OUR ENTIRE ECONOMY
Is PROFITS.

Neither management

nor the system of economics which has
given America and the free world so
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

DAILY EFFICIENCY REPORT
January 15, 1952
EMPLOYEE'S NAME
Deneka
Doyle
Gibson
Marcus
Nowalski
shoosmith
Tauber
Brunner
Van Horne

CLOCK NO.
22230
24210
32817
56650
67032
82831
88010
12024
91659

EFFICIENCY
114
125
120
122
122
125
113
71
70

HOURS
3.8
4.4
4.2
4.4
4.4
4.7
3.0
.1
.0

EXHI BI T 1

much, should ever apologize for profits. There is no disgrace in profits,
for in profits and profits alone lies the
continuation of the American way of
life. How can we best make sure of
the continuance of these profits? I
know of no better way in any operation than a close coordination between
production and costs.
By joint cooperation and coordination between production and accounting, both activities will fare better and
plants will be more profitable and
more productive. What, then, are the
tools which the cost department can
propefly put into the hands of the
production supervisor as the best instrument possible in the assistance and
the coordination of a production program?

tion. In this way, Ieach foreman can
see the performance of every man
under his supervision. The foreman
can also look into the failures, not
two weeks after but daily, of a particular operator or mechanic. He will not
have to wait until the job is completed when the man has forgotten
about its particulars. These daily time
tickets can also be put into the form
of reports on the employee, himself,
so that the personnel department and
management may be aware of the outstanding mechanics as well as those
who have not come up to the full
measure of accomplishment. Where
a layoff is judged on both seniority and
ability, these reports can be used as a
very dear -cut measuring stick of accomplishment on the part of each
mechanic.

Individual Time and Production Record

Performance Reports

First, there should be the daily time
ticket which each foreman should approve for every workman under him.
This is the basic individual informa-

Second, there should be a daily report (Exhibit 1 ) to the superintendent
on all employees whose performance is
over one hundred and ten per cent
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WEEKLY DEPARTMENTAL EFFICIENCY REPORT

DEPT.

101
102
103
104
125
126
127

M A C H IN E

BONUS
MINUTES
REPORTED

DEPARTMENT
EXTRA
MINUTES
EFFICIENCY
TIME
IN C L U D IN G
PLUS
MINUTES
EXTRA TIME EXTRA TIME ALLOW ED

Saws
3330
Automatics
11944
J. & L. Bar
24096
Hand Screw
7578
External Grinder
13812
Internal Grinder
3295
Centerless Grinder
TOT ALS

238468

88%
123
109
103
122
79

2926
14662
26206
7787
16813
2617
-

-

24

.54

466
121
847
73

10.49
2.72
19.06
1.64

-

103%

245620

EXTRA
TIME
COST

6124

MINUTES DEPARTMENT
EXC LUD ING EFFICIENCY
EXTRA
M IN U S
TIME
EXTRA TIME

2902
14662
25740
7666
15966
2544
-

137.81

87%
123
107
101
115
77

EFFICIENCY
BASED ON
BONUS
BONUS
HOURS EFFIC IENCY STANDARD
COST
PAID
PAID
91 %

9. 7

89.1
134.0
34.8
100.9
5.1

123
109
103
122
93

88.7

105.6
104.1
85.2
112.8
46.8

-

239496

100%

1140.3

104%

89.8

EXH I BIT 2

W EEKLY I N D I V I D U A L EF F IC IEN C Y REPORT BY D A Y S
EMPLOYEE

z
n
b

C

h
h
t� 1
ti

z

Alfano
Brunner
Bundgas
Carbone
Shoosmith
Sinkevich
Sykes
Tauber

CL O CK No .

01013
12024
12627
14036
82831
83444
87842
88010

%

MONDA Y
HOURS

108
71
81
84
125
110
81
113

3.2
.1
.9
1.2
4.7
3.4
.7
3.0

%

TUESDAY
HOURS

79
121
110
124
120
107
82
116

.8
3.4
3.4
4.6
4.2
3.1
.8
3.1

W EDNESDAY
%
HOURS

78
117
86
126
122
103
113
114

.7
3.2
1.4
4.8
4.4
2.8
3.0
3.0

EXH IB IT 3

THURSDAY
HOURS
%

115
119
96
135
126
108
113
113

3.8
3.3
2.2
5.5
4.8
3.2
3.0
3.0

%

FRIDAY
HOURS

104
119
81
130
125
98
113
III

2.9
3.3
.7
5.1
4.7
2.4
3.0
2.8

SATURDAY
%
HOURS

89
99
60
125
116
85
107
114

1.0
1.8
3.8
3.1
1.0
2.5
3.0

TOTAL
HOURS

12.4
15.1
8.6
25.0
25.9
15.9
13.0
17.9

MONTHLY SUMMARY OF SCRAP AND SALVAGE —PRESS DIVISION
December 1950
SCRAP
MATERIAL

Returned to Vendors
0
124.30
Defective material ..............................
. ............................... 1,160.84
Factory errors
........ ...............................
4.96
Change in design

... ...............................
.......................

Total

1,290.10

LABOR

BURDEN

TOTAL

513.74
58.79
611.39
26.74

881.68
89.55
1,052.13
45.21

1,395.42
272.64
2,824.36
76.91

1,210.66

2,068.57

4,569.33

SALVAGE

............................................
..........................................................
.

Defective material
F a c t o r y er r or s

...............................................................
Change in design
Total

................................................

TOTAL

HOURS

LABOR

704.7

1,266.82

1,266.82

473.1

819 .60

819.60

211.3

354.02

354.02

1,389.1

2,440.44

2,440.44

EXHIBIT 4

y

and those whose performance is below show efficiency, the efficiency paid, the
seventy -five per cent. The reasons for efficiency excluding time allowances,
this are obvious. If an employee is and efficiency matched against standard
doing a fine job, the superintendent is costs. This weekly report should con thus given a regular means of knowing tain appraisal of the following factors
it and of acknowledging the work. He (or more) to disclose those affecting
can also look into the difficulties of the the percentages:
below- average employee. Perhaps it is
I. Wrong, hard or excessive stock.
2• Prior operation not properly done.
methods, perhaps it is tools, perhaps
3. Additional operation.
it is equipment, perhaps it is sickness
4. Breaking in learner.
5. Using non - standard tools.
at home. There are any number of
6. New work.
7. Tool work.
factors which may be influencing the
8. Salvage work.
output of the low- efficiency employee.
9. Engineering changes.
Experimental work.
Thus, within a day, the superintendent 10.
11. Machine service.
has a report at his command enabling 12. Wrong machine.
13. Acting set him immediate) to look into the 14. Basic inefficieie man.
causes of low production.
Fourth, there should be posted on
Third, there should be a departmental report (Exhibit 2 ) by sections, the bulletin board the weekly bonus
such as lathes, milling machines, erec- efficiency by man and by department,
tion, assembly, grinding, etc. It should so each worker and his associates may
be available on Monday for the pre- know the exact results. A good cost
ceding week's performance and should system is an open system. Under it
FEBRUARY, 1952
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EXHIBIT 5

there are no secrets as to why certain
men accomplish certain things and
other men are unable to or do not care
to measure up to product standards.
Under a proper cost reporting system,
these factors are continuously known
to all concerned. Exhibit 3 is illustrative of the full disclosure sought.
Scrap and Salvage Reports

Fifth, there should be adequate and
complete scrap and salvage reporting
along the lines of Exhibit 4:
I. On defective materials so that the purchasing department can take proper
steps.
2. On factory errors. for incorporation in
the human relations reports as a guide
for promoting and demoting.
3. On costs due to change in design, for
attention of the engineering department
so that its staff may know what effect
engineering changes have on production.

standard or budget so that the factory
personnel may know just what their
progress has been during the past
month from a financial point of view.
With the daily and weekly reports,
taken in conjunction with this monthly
report, factory management can correct mistakes of the past month and
watch out for pitfalls in the month
which lies ahead.
Seventh, there should be a guide for
comparison, in graph form, of the current month against the past month,
the current quarter against the past
quarter, the current six month period
against the past six months and the
current year (cumulatively) against the
past year. This should be prepared for
the operating group. On this need,
Exhibit 5 is presented here.
Good Production Reports

Operating Statement and Chart

a Prime Necessity

Sixth, there should be a monthly
detailed operating statement showing
all of the operating factors as against

Only in this way will the factory
personnel be aware of their progress
in relation to the steps necessary to im-
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prove the quality of direction. Production consciousness must reach the production supervisor and his personnel,
and the cost accountant as well, because the accounting department must
furnish the tools for the production
department properly to gauge and
measure its output. Where an account-

ing department is not giving production the support, the figures, the data,
the tabulations and the summations,
the operating department has a right
to demand these figures, just as it has
the right to demand from the finance
department the monies to meet its
weekly payroll.

A Past Usage System of Inventory Control
by NEWTON I. STEERS, JR.
Assistant Production Manager, Ansco Division, General Aniline and Film Corp., Binghamton, N. Y.

two pOSSible methods which may be availed
of in determining the quantity which
should be ordered from a vendor for
delivery at a certain time in order that
the proper amount will be on hand
when the using department requires It.
They are:

T

HERE ARE IN GENERAL

Past usage —This method is based on a
record of the individual raw material's
usage over some period in the past, 4sually
at least a year or two. It has the advantage
that no explosion of finished product requirements back into its component raw
materials is necessary. Information for it
is easily taken from the in -out balance card.
The periodic usage figures so obtained are
necessary for costing purposes in any event.
Future usage (schedule) —This method, on
the contrary, is based fundamentally on a
sales forecast, adjusted (ideally) for finished products inventories (in the warehouse), various stages of in process inventories, inventories of raw materials, and
amounts of raw materials on order. It has
the advantage of greater possible accuracy
because it is keyed to particular estimates
of future usage which may differ from past
usage. Future usage is, of course, the actual determinant of raw materials requirements.

However, the usual tabulating maFEBRUARY, 1932

chine explosion applicable to the future usage or schedule system of material control may not be useful under
some conditions. The schedules for
all the individual finished products
may not be known even though the
level (in terms of a common denominator) of special orders remains fairly
steady. This situation may be due to
capacity limitations or tendency for
sales to compensate for unexpectedly
low items with other items which run
high. For example, at Ansco we
know about what the total square footage of our special sizes will run each
month, though we do not know what
the particular sizes will be. (If we did
know, such items would be stock, not
special.)
Also materials common to many
items. For • example, in the Ansco
process, silver nitrate is used in a large
variety of films but the boxes used for
120 size Supreme rollfilm are com753

sometimes rather extensive —and of a
test period —which again in our busiW+ +.
ness may be rather extensive. The split
or multiple card system is used which
provides for two half size cards and
two full size cards, all based on a
5" x 8" standard.
Raw Material A
2)015
„D
The orders (requistions) placed are
EXHIBIT 1
recorded on one of the half size cards
pletely noninterchangeable. In the case (Exhibit 1 ) . The columns are proof silver nitrate the added step of vided to permit recording partial deschedule explosion accomplishes little liveries, occasionally quite numerous.
and, unless prepared for another pur- The summary of past usage and the
pose also, takes more time than it is minima, order points, and maxima —
worth. The contrary is true with re- revised monthly —are recorded on the
spect to rollfilm cartons where the other half size card (Exhibit 2 ) . An
"smoothing out" effect (offsetting in -out balance card of the usual type is
over- and under - requirements for in- kept on a full size card (Exhibit 3).
dividual products) cannot take place. Where no separate warehouse inventory is kept, this card is arranged to
Description of Past Usage System
allow each half to be filled up succesThe system based on past usage is sively, thus reducing card consumption
free of what have been listed as the and its attendant time consumption.
disadvantages of the explosion- of -fu- The permanent purchase requisition
ture- schedules system. In order to vis- constitutes the other full size index
ualize the system which is here pri- card used in the system (Exhibit 4).
marily being described, the main eleThe main point of the multiple card
ments are outlined below, together system, which is ordinarily arranged
with the forms used. The general pur- with the two half -size cards in front
pose is to allow the production control of the in -out balance card and the purdepartment (raw material inventory chase requisition behind, is to make
control section) to transmit to the sure that the information which will
purchasing department the quantities be frequently utilized is not buried in
of the various raw materials which cards which are filled up by daily
will be required, in time to permit, be- entries. The in -out balance card may
fore the inventory of tested material be filled up more than once a month,
has dwindled below the danger point, depending on the frequency with
the lapse of the procurement period— which withdrawals are made, whereas
011E
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a given order to which reference may
have to be made, may be outstanding

USAGE RECORD & ORDERING CONTROLS
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for several months. Similarly, in reviewing usage figures and determining
from them the minimum, order point,
and maximum, the in -out balance card

: a a) I /A 43

Tit

d

is a very inconvenient source of information. Also, if the balance card
has columns set aside for orders, they
will be in many cases largely vacant
on account of infrequent order entries,
as compared with withdrawals entries.
Usage on many materials is recorded
daily and will, therefore, be handled
on fewer cards if more columns can
be devoted to it.
All cards should be printed both
sides on high quality- Bristol. The reverse of the purchase requisition
should be arranged so that the requirements and order record columns
extend to the top of the card, since the
items above the columns need not be
repeated on the reverse side.
Computation of the Order Point
The order point (or requisition
point, as requisitioning and ordering
are not here distinguished), one of the
key quantities in this past usage system, is recomputed each month. It
represents the sum of several factors
obtained in terms of time periods.
The first is the operating buffer.
This quantity is set by the raw material inventory control section of production control and is based largely
on judgment and experience, taking
into account factors such as past deviaFE B R U A R Y , 1952
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EXHIBIT 2

tions by vendor from promised delivery, likelihood that certain products
will be back in development and hence
will be substituted for by other items,
ease with which another material may
be substituted, variability in schedule,
possibility of change in production
waste per cent, etc: In our system this
buffer is usually set at one month usage
but on many materials it is set at two
months or more.
Test period is the second element.
It varies from one -half to three months
and is supplied by the raw material
quality control department which, in
our organization, is part of a centralized over -all quality control department.
Procurement time is also considered
and this fluctuates from one month
to six months and is supplied by the
purchasing department. This department determines vendor and price;
production control sets requested delivery time and quantity.
To illustrate use of these three elements, Raw Material "A," as it figures
755
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WAREHOUSE OR STOREROOM
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STOREROO M ONLY

OR A M O U N T A M O U N T BALANCE
REF.
p, C, RECEIVED ISSUED O N H A N DATE N O .

P. C. A M O U N T AM OU NT BALANCE
N O . RECEIVED ISSUED O N H A N D

_

DATE

Brou t fwd

10/30

7963

408

11/ 1

781 3512

11/2

600

UN IT OF MEASURE
DESCRIPTION

7363

EA.

1984

200
600

8
608

MATERIAL NO. 23015

RAW MATERIAL " A "

EXHIBIT 3

in the latest revision shown on Exhibit 2, must be ordered when the inventory drops to six and one -half
months (order point). The ordered
amount should come in after the lapse
of four months (procurement time)
when the previous inventory will be
down to two and one -half months (the
minimum). It will then be tested during half a month (test period) and,
by that time, the previous inventory
will have dropped to two months (operating buffer).
Mi n im u m and Maxim u m Quan ti f ies

In the case of the illustrated item,
the minimum quantity is equal to the
operating buffer of two months supply
plus the test period of half a month as
defined above. It represents the inventory below which an emergency condition exists, indicating (when quantity
on hand falls below) that unexpectedly
high usage has occurred or that delivery by the vendor has been delayed.
756

The maximum is obtained by adding
to the order point that period corresponding to the minimum economic
order quantity as determined by the
vendor's pricing scale. The economic
order quantity represents a balance between:
Low acquisition cost and high possession cost (large orders, seldom placed
and tested, resulting in high average
inventory.
High acquisition cost and low possession cost (small orders, frequently
placed and tested, resulting in low
average inventory).

In the present example, immediately
after the order is placed, the amount
on hand plus on order will be eight
and one half months supply. If all
assumptions as to usage are fulfilled
and the material does not come in for
four months, it will be necessary to
place another order two months later,
for by this time the amount on hand
plus on order will be down to six and
one half months again. This will be
repeated each two months until the
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

EXHIBIT 4

amount on hand drops to two and one half months' usage.
At this time there will be four
months' supply on order, when the
order point is again reached. An order
should be placed to bring the amount
on hand plus on order back up to eight
and one half months' and simultaneously delivery of two months' supply
should occur. The amount on hand
will increase to four and one half
months. From then on, ideally, the inventory physically on hand should oscillate between two and one -half and
four and one half months' supply to
give an average of three and one half months.
Had the economic order quantity
been a four months' supply, the amplitude of oscillation would likewise be
four months and the inventory would
have oscillated between two and one half and six and one -half months
supply, with deliveries occurring every
FEBRUARY, 1952

fourth month. Average inventory
would thus be four and one -half
months instead of three and a half.
It will be noted that the inventory in
the example is high. This can happen
whenever usage drops or delivery by
the vendor occurs early. However,
placement of any future orders will
be correspondingly, and automatically,
postponed.
As Exhibit 2 will also show, the
various quantities defined above, expressed in time, can be converted to
quantity by multiplying the average of
the last three months' usage. For example, since the usage of Raw Material "A" was 1063 units, on the average, for the last three months, the
minimum, being equal to the operating
buffer plus the test period, is two and
one,half months or 2657 units. Similarly the order point, being equal in
total to six and one -half months, is at
6909, and the maximum, being equal
737
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to the order point plus economic order
quantity of two months, becomes 9036.
An Example of Supervision by Exception

The way in which the scheme of
limits is used is to have the individual
making the entry on the in -out balance
card compare the amount on Band plus
the amount on order, with the order
point. As soon as the former drops
below the latter, an order must be
placed. Furthermore, if the inventory,
itself, not counting what is on order,
drops below the minimum, an emergency condition exists which must be
brought to supervisory attention. It
will be seen that the key to the whole
system is to relegate all the routine
operation to clerical personnel and yet
have an automatic flag which will permit individual attention of supervision
whenever discretionary action is necessary.
The graph shown in Exhibit 5 indicates the relationship of the various
quantities and shows how the inventories on hand (as well as the inventories plus amount on order) oscillate. Should the amount on hand plus
on order falls substantially below the
order point, due to a sudden withdrawal, the amount ordered will be increased correspondingly so that, immediately following the placement of
the requisition, the amount on hand
plus on requisition will be up to the
maximum. It will be noted that, as a
general rule, if the economic order
FEBRUARY, 1952

quantity is equal to one month's sup•
ply, an order will be placed once a
month. It may be noted also that the
inventory on hand never reaches the
maximum. The inventory plus the
amount on order, immediately after
placing the order, equals the maximum.
Application to Over -all
Inventory Control

The system which has been described more or less automatically reveals what the optimum total inventory should be, both dollarwise and
on an average- time - period basis. The
optimum for any given raw material is
equal to the minimum plus half the
economic order quantity. It is the
center point about which the actual
inventory should oscillate. Although,
for a given raw material, the amount
on hand will depart from the optimum
on the minus side until the time just
prior to arrival of a shipment and on
the plus side immediately after the
arrival of a shipment, still the over -all
inventory will tend to approach the
optimum very closely, since the pluses
and minuses on the different materials
tend to balance out.
The over -all optimum may be obtained by multiplying the past month's
dollar usage (or an iverage of the last
three months) times the optimum
period in months for each material,
and taking the sum of all products.
This will afford something with which
759

total actual inventory may be compared. Also by summing up the past
month's (or average of three months')
usage for all materials be obtained.
By dividing the usage figure selected
into the actual, a weighted actual
time period is obtained and these may
also be compared to each other, as
follows:
AVERAGE 3
MONTHS USE

OPTIMUM

A
B
C

$100
150
150

5 mos.
6
4

Total

$400

5

OPTIMUM ACTUAL
X USE INVENTORY

$500
900
600

$490
930
610

$2,000

$2,030

Thus the figure $2,030 is a little
over the optimum of $2,000 or, ex-

760

pressed otherwise, $2,030 divided by
$400 shows 5.07 months' supply on
hand as compared with the optimum
of five months.
Materials necessary for new products
or sudden large fluctuations in schedule must be allowed for, even where
past usage is a sound basis for ninety per cent of the orders. For this reason,
a check of schedules must be made
each month to spot the items likely to
give trouble. As under any system, if
insufficient notice is given, difficulty in
obtaining raw materials will be experienced.

N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

THE

COST

"STATISTICAL" COSTING FOR STEEL
WAREHOUSES AND INDUSTRIAL
SUPPLIERS

FORUM
counts, which is a continuing practice, it
appeared that an average profit for one six month period should agree fairly closely

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:

with the next six months if no new ele-

I T H A S L O N G B E E N T H E P R A C T I C E , generally, of steel warehouses and industrial
suppliers to detail -cost every transaction in
order to determine gross profit accurately
and to arrive at proper inventory charges
to cost of sales. This mea ns that the resale
price a nd the "landed cost" must be determined for every item on every invoice.
Both of these figures are accumulated and
form the basis for the monthly sales and
cost -of -sales accounting entries. In spite
of this detailed procedure, most firms of
this type find that year -end inventory adjustments are of a significant magnitude.
In our company these adjustments regularly
amounted to from one half to one per cent
of the annual cost of sales.
Because about 1800 invoices, which averaged about two and one ha lf items per invoice, are processed each day, the possibility of arriving a t the cost of sales figure by statistical methods rather than the
detailed costing was considered to be well
worth exploring. It appeared reasonably
certain that an average profit (or cost) figure would be developed under this procedure and that the resulting inventory adjustment would be no greater than that
which had been involved under the previous method.
The first step was to tabulate three years'
sales and cost -of -sales figures by product
classes and to attempt to explain the
month -to -month fluctuations which were
immedia tely a pparent in the gross profit on
sales. Because most of the explanations involved quantity sales at special price dis-

...,.. .. Y .,,... ....y ,,
...........«... .. " .
was found to be the case. Therefore, after
completing the statistica l stu dy of the three
years' record, an average gross profit figure
for each product class was arrived at and
detailed costing on all but four or five of
the fifty-six product classes merchandised
wa s discontinu ed a s of the first of the succeeding year.

FEBRUARY, 1952

The detailed costing of these four or five
product classes was continued (different
product classes each month) to satisfy
within the whole procedure the statistical
technique of "random sampling" or "inspection." The objective is chiefly to verify
the accuracy of the gross profit figures being used. If new prices or costs upset the
gross profit beyond reasonable means to calculate (and here some algebra becomes
necessary), those product classes may be
detail - costed for three or four months to
provide a statistical basis for a new average gross profit figure.
During the month, only the cost on those
few items which are currently being detail costed is accumulated, but the resale price
is accumulated for all product classes. At
the end of the month the statistically calculated gross profit figures are applied to
each of the product classes not detail - costed
to arrive a t gross profit and cost of sales.
At the time that this procedure was introduced, it was estimated that pricing effort
was reduced by one - third, extending and
checking by nearly half, and sales analysis
by at least a third. This has amounted to
an annual payroll saving of from $20,000
761

to $25,000. The accu racy of the procedure
has been confirmed by subsequent yearend inventory adjustments of less than one
per cent of cost of sales in 1947, 1948,
and 19 49 , a nd only one qu a rter of one per
cent in 1950. No new statistical technique
is involved but this application to invoice

such as rent, depreciation and insurance
continue. As a result, there is a large under- applied burden and a distorted profit
picture. This is both an undesirable and

costing in the steel warehouse and industrial supply field may well be unique.

be spread over that period, even though
individual expense items might properly be
spread equally over twelve months. This
can be accomplished by predetermining
what the expenses of the shu tdown period

ROBERT G. CHAPMAN, Los Angeles Chapter
RESERVE BASIS FOR
ANNUAL SHUT DOWN COSTS

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:
IT IS A C OM MO N PR AC TI CE among manufacturing concerns to shut down the production facilities of their plants for the

annual vacation period. This is so because
the assembly line techniques and the close
interdependence of production operations
make staggering of vacations impracticable.
During the shutdown period there is no opportunity to apply burden to product, as
there is no production. Yet many expenses

unrealistic condition.
If there is a production year of eleven
and one -half months, total expenses should

will be and then prorating that amount
over the actual operating period. This
practice is common in regard to vacation
pay, itself, and can readily be expa nded to
include other expenses of the vacation period.
It would be necessary to establish an
expense account known as "Shut Down
Costs" or by some similar title, as well as
an offsetting reserve account. Assuming
a two -week shutdown period, each full
month would show a charge to the expenses account and a credit to the reserve

Illustrative Entries to Reserve for Shut Down Cost
and to Shut Down Cost Account
TOTAL SHUT D O WN COST — $100,740
1%23— $4,380 Vacation Month
2,'23— $8,760 Regular Month
SHUT DOW N COST
DEBIT
CREDIT

Jan. $8,760
Feb. 8,760
Mar. 8,760
Apr.
8,760
May 8,760
June 8,760
July* 4,380
Aug. 8,760
Sept. 8,760
Oct. 8,760
Nov. 8,760
Jan. $8,760

RESERVE FOR SHUT DO W N COST
DEBIT
CREDIT

$100,740

$100,740

$8,760 Jan.
8,760 Feb.
8,760 Mar.
8,760 Apr.
8,760 May
8,760 June
4,380 July*
8,760 Aug.
8,760 Sept.
8,760 Oct.
8,760 Nov.
8,760 Dec.

*Vacation month.

EXHIBIT 1
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of two twenty - thirds of the predetermined
total cost. The vacation month would have
a charge and credit of one twenty -third and,
in addition, a credit to the expense and a
charge against the reserve for the total
amount. This would, in effect, establish
an accrual for the balance of the year if
the shutdown month and year ending did
not coincide. At the end of the year, the
two accounts would have zero balances.
(Exhibit 1)
With such a plan, tax expense, for example, would be the same during the vacation month as during the other months.
Total expense for that month, however,
would be less because of the credit to the
shutdown expense account. Monthly burden reports and profit figures would be
comparable throughout the year.
B. BURT TITUS, Mid - Hudson Chapter
SIMPLIFIED PROCESSING OF
"INBOUND" FREIGHT BILLS

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin;
A N E X A M I N A T I O N of our accounts payable department's procedure in paying for
"inbound" freight revealed two needs for
immediate improvement:

I. Greater speed in effecting payment to
carriers.
2. Less clerical expense in accounting for
freight costs, with adequate internal
control.
Rail carriers demand payment within
forty -eight hours on carload shipments and
within ninety -six hours on less than carload shipments. We fou nd it most difficu lt
to meet these terms under our old (commonly used) method in which ea ch freight
bill was associated with the corresponding
receiving record, checked for accuracy of
weight, rate (checked by traffic department), computation, etc. Ou r present procedure omits only the associating of freight
bills with corresponding receiving records.
Clerica l time requ ired to pa ss a freight bill
has been reduced thirty per cent.
FEBRUARY, 1952

These are the steps in our present procedure:
I. Duplicate copies of freight bills are
delivered to the receiving department
by the delivering carrier at time of
delivery of the merchandise.
2. The receiving department transcribes
(from its copy of the purchase order)
the ledger account number and purchase order number on the duplicate
copy of the freight bill, forwarding
the bill to the accounts payable department.
3. Original freight bills are received by
mail from the carrier and forwarded
directly to the traffic department for
audit, then delivered to the accounts
payable department.
4. Upon receipt of freight bills, the accounts payable department immediately "vouches" them for payment
(usually within twenty -four hours after
receipt of bill). An experienced
voucher clerk can readily classify most
of the inbound freight bills to the
proper ledger account by the description on the bill. Only in the few cases
where the description on the bill is not
adequate must the classified duplicate
freight bill be referred to.
5. Voucher charges for freight are posted
by the inventory control department
to the particular stock record card for
the material received. (Ninety -five
per cent of our inbound freight is for
coded stock items, such as raw material, maintenance supplies, etc.)
It has been out experience that duplicate freight payments, if any, will be de,
tected very readily by the inventory control
department. Although this detection occurs
after the actual payment of the freight bills,
we deal only with reputable carriers from
whom proper adjustments are easily obtained. Our results have been two -fold
and favora ble in both instances:
I. Reduced clerical effort with resulting
lower costs, plus an increase in accuracy, with more time to do a really
thorough job of checking rates and extensions on freight bills (the two
points at which most errors occur).
2. Excellent credit record with our carriers due to prompt payment of bills
in the specified time.
W. R. SHUMAN, Des Moines Chapter
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